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CHAITER I 
1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The study of diarrhoea in Infants and children with 
i t s et iological correlation has heen a subject of great 
in teres t amongst paediatricians. Amongst the diseases of 
known causes the largest group by far comprises of those 
caused by l iv ing agents I . e . bacteria, viruses, fungi, 
protozoa, helmenths. Diarrhoea due to microbial agents 
i s no exception. I t provides a major cause of morbidity 
in a l l age groups, and of mortality in the veiy young and 
very old. Such infectious disease may be more easily 
prevented and often more easi ly cured than other types of 
diseases and a specific diagnosis assumes great importance 
for the community. Apart from c l in ica l evaluation and 
isolat ion of pathogenic organisms, a study of other factors, 
namely, epidemiology, d ie t , allergy, hygiene and socio-
economic status e tc , has also to be made. 
Even isolat ion of organisms does not give a clue to 
the causative agents. I t i s necessary to subject the 
organisms isolated to the following standard questions 
(Neter, 1959) In order to get a definite answer regarding 
t he i r causative role , 
1, The organisms should be isolated from the ma-jority of 
the cases of gas teroenter i t i s . 
2, The bacteria should be rarely encountered from normal » 
infants and children unless they were exposed to outbreaks, 
3 , They should be able to produce the disease In experi-
mental cases, 
ht These should be again isolated from the cases exposed 
to infection. 
^, Antibodies should be demonstrated both in the patient 
and experimental cases after a certain period of 
infection. 
Isolation of a given organism from the faeces may not 
necessarily signify an et iological connection, since the 
mere presence of potential pathogens may represent only the 
"carr ier s ta te" , and disease need not necessar;tly follow. 
Correlation of isolat ion of a pathogen with an appropriate 
serologic response may strengthen the association of the 
micro-organism with invasive dii»ase. 
Demonstration of high antibody t i t re in convalescence 
or a substantial r ise in the antibody level to the doubtful 
pathogens between acute and convalescent sx)ecimen8 might 
be taken to indicate the i r et iologic role, provided similar 
reactions to unrelated micro-organisms are not found. The 
indirect haemagglutination ClHA) t e s t , f i r s t described in 
19^7 by Keogh et al as c i ted by Neter and Walker (I95*f) 
has been found a re l iable t e s t and i s of value in etiologic 
and epidemiologic studies of enteropathogenic Escherichia 
Coli infections and other diarrhoeal disorders. Not only 
i s the indirect haemagglutination t e s t important for assess-
ment of antibodies level in serum, but i t also gives the , 
level of the r is ing t i t r e in serum vdiich i s of immense value 
in acute and convalescent cases. 
Tbe studies carried on diarrhoea In Infants and children 
give very variable conclusions about the causative organl8|tti» 
The organisms vary from place to place, Furtheri the 
correlation of antibody t l t r e , with the organisms Isolated 
from the stool of the patients of diarrhoea, has not been 
extensively studied. The significance of antibody t l t r e i s 
also disputed. High antibody t i t r e s have been reported 
even in normal Infants and children. However, the findings 
of stool culture has not been reported in these normal cases. 
(Cefalu and Gullotl 195*+, Aru 1957, De HLasi 1957, G.K, 
Pande and S.P, Gupta I96I, Preraa Bhat et a l 1970). 
I t was, therefore, decided to carry out a stucty of 
stools of Infants and children suffering from diarrhoea as 
well as those of normal Infants and children, in an attempt 
to study the incidence and causative organism of diarrhoea 
in Infants and children coming to out patient and inpatient 
department of Paediatrics at J.N. Medical College, Aligarh, 
and to correlate the significance of a n t i b o ^ t l t r e in 
establishing the et iological diagnosis. 
CmJETSR I I 
REVIEW OP fryy,EBAy?fifi 
Diarrhoea Is a symptom complex due to a host of 
• 
et iological factors occurlng in infancy and childhood, 
flous (ci ted by Sarin fit aD» defined i t as to rapid evacua^ 
t ion of too fluid s tool . Walia gji. al. (196?) defined i t as 
passage of unformed or f r e c e n t stools (more than 3 stools 
per day with or without blood and mucus). According to 
James D, fiis. al. the term, "diarrhoea" implies those disorders 
of the gastro- intest inal t r ac t which, through disturbances 
in in tes t ina l motil i ty and absorption; favour the passage 
of frequent stools which are loose in character. In severe 
Cases i t i s su^sociated with collapse, dehydration and 
profound distui^ance of acid base equilibrium. Diarrhoea 
though a symptom behaves c l in ica l ly as a definite disease 
en t i ty . 
HISTORICAL B^ KGBOUND« 
Diarrhoea and dysentery are the oldest diseases known 
to mankind and references to those uncomfortable and 
dangerous conditions found in most ancient writings. 
Sangani (I966) stated tha t , Hippocrates had a great deal 
to say about the diarrhoea and was the f i r s t to blame 
teething for diarrhoea. Hhazes, a persian physician a t t r i -
buted the disease to teething, to catching cold and to 
spoil t milk, Sangani (I966) also s tated that James Jackson 
was the f i r s t to describe the post mortem changes in cases 
of diarrhoea. He found evidence of inflammation in stomach 
and duodenum. There was mucosal inflammation in the 
small in tes t ine and occasionally inflammation and ulcers 
in the large bowel. 
Bubrab (192^) has quoted that Benjamin Bush (I789) 
was the f i r s t writer to give a systemic account of t h i s 
disease Cholera infantum" - as he chose to ca l l i t . Hush 
noted i t s iregular appearance in summer months and was the 
f i r s t to associate the disease with hot weather. He gave 
a very accurate c l in i ca l description and refuted the 
suggestion apparently current then, and heard occasionally 
even today, that i t was due to denti t ion. Bush's view 
was that i t was a modification of adult cholera and 
remitting fever, although making i t s appearance ea r l i e r 
in the season than the adult cases. Apparently the 
disease was unknown in those days in Europe but several 
years l a t e r i t occurred in central part of Europe and was 
then called as Bush*s disease. 
A,H, Carter (I893) reviewed c r i t i c a l l y the problem 
of infant i le diarrhoea and l a id emphasis on prophylaxis 
and particii larly on the encouragement of breast feeding. 
Be was fully aware, that unsuitable or impure milk was a 
common s tar t ing point of trouble. Ever since the a r t i f i -
c i a l feeding of infants became prevalent, a l l the writers 
have recognised the increased incidence of diarrhoeal 
diseases among such babies. Carter (I893) has declared 
that i t i s beyond a l l the questions that the breast fed 
infant shows a greater freedom and a bet ter power of 
6 
recovery from th i s disease, than a r t i f i c i a l l y fed infants* 
aitchinson (192?) and Smellie (1939) also have l a id emphasis 
on similar facts and the l a t t e r has found that the mortality 
in breast fed i s 25.95^, whereas mortality in a r t i f i c i a l l y 
fed i s 76,6 per cent. Though there was not a great deal 
of difference in the incidence of gas t ro-enter i t i s in 
par t i a l ly breast fed and in ent i re ly a r t i f i c i a l l y fed 
infants , yet the mortality rate in the l a t t e r group was 
more than 3 times greater than in the former, 
Inspite of such extensive studies a l l over the world 
a final word about i t s etiology has not yet been said, 
Etiologically diarrhoeas can be divided into infective and 
non-infective groups. Though some of the cases are infective 
and others almost certainly not, there i s a substantial 
nonpar of cases that can not be assigned with any assurance 
to one or other group. Some of the bacter ia l pathogenic 
organisms have been accepted as causative agents of gastro-
e n t e r i t i s for many years. However, these pathogens can not 
be recovered from more than 62^ of children with diarrhoea, 
in most of the studies conducted in different countries 
(Henry et al 19^5)• Thus the knowledge of causative agents 
of the infective form of the disease i s s t i l l incomplete. 
In the absence of exact knowledge of the et iological factors, 
treatment has been far from sat isfactory. 
The class i f icat ion of diarrhoeas passed through various 
phases and ref lects the degree of advance in medical science. 
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Car te r (1893) c l a s s i f i e d on c l i n i c a l bas i s using the terms 
l i k e , »simple ' , 'Recurrent* o r •Bersistent* diarrhoea and 
'Cholera-lnfantua*. Other workers c l a s s i f i e d on the bas is 
of anatomical involveaent , v i z , G a s t r o e n t e r i t i s , Entero-
c o l i t i s , I l e o c o l i t i s ; on bac t e r io log i ca l f ind ings , n u t r i t i o n a l 
and laetabolic disturbances (terms l i k e Decomposition and 
In toxica t ion) and c l in icopa tho log ica l (Sael le 1939). 
Paterson (19Mf) using the term ' I n f e c t i v e ' , 'Hon-infect ive, 
'Parentera l* and ' D i e t e t i c ' , 
MODEBN CLA^IFICAXlQHi 
Realis ing the inadequacy to cover a l l aspects and 
v a r i e t i e s of diarrhoea, the following c l a s s i f i c a t i o n has been 
adopted: 
I . JK)J^«IfCTCTIYE DjLAHRHQEAS (MODIFIED FBOH MgCBBU. A WKLflDfr) 
(1) Die te t i c 
(2) Al lergic 
(3) ^fetabolic 
ih) Teething 
(5) Injudicious use of l a x a t i v e s 
(6) Ifervous, 
I I . INI-aCTIVE DIARRHOEAS (WILSOM MP MILES 1Q^) 
(a ) Primary in fec t ive e n t e r i t i s di-e to known pathogenic 
organisms, such as Salmonella, Shigel la , and ce r t a in 
s t i ^ s of Escherichia Col l , 
(b) Primaiy Infective en t e r i t i s associated with 
organisms of doubtful patliogenecity, 
(c) Primary infective en t e r i t i s of v i r a l orgin* 
(d) Primary Infective en te r i t i s of protozoal or lgla , 
(e) : i^ ter i t i s secondary to or associated with 
parenteral infections* 
Unfortunately t h i s c lass i f icat ion i s not well suited 
for descriptive purposes. Both pediatricians and Epidemio-
logist have described epidemic en te r i t i s under such terms 
as neontal diarrhoea and summer diarrhoea. 
Etiology of diarrhoea, in infancy and childhood has 
been studied as follows!• 
PREDISPD8IHG FACTORS8 The following are the important 
factors whdch predispose to the occurrence of diarrhoea* 
(1) A G B : 
The common age for this malady is 0-2 years, more 
common under one year of age. Observations of Wright (1951), 
Patel, (1953) Ma^umdar, (1950) and Pavri, (1952) and many 
others tend to show that this symptom complex is four 
times more common in babies under one year of age than 
those of five years of age. 
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(11) SULl; 
Host observers have not found any sex predoal-(19524 
nance, Moncrleff has reported a predominance In males; 
(111) ART If 19 I hV. F^^PlSQt 
As early as 1893 Carter declared that i t I s beyond 
a l l . questions that the breast fed infants sl:h3V greater 
freedom from the i l lness and greater pover of recovery 
than aiTtiflcially fed infants. Since then almost a l l 
observers on the subject have stressed the protective 
influence of breast feeding (Niven, 190 -^j Beters, 191 Oj 
Dudfield, 1912; Grulee e t a l , 193?). Wright (1951) has 
analysed 300 series of infants feeding bott les along 
with the i r contents and confirmed the above view, HB 
isolated the following organisms as shown in table H6.1, 
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S.No 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
k. 
$* 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
iK 
TABUS 
I Bac te r ia l f l o r a 
Micrococcus 
Aerobic spore bearing 
b a c i l l u s 
A chroniobacterium 
Streptococcus 
Escherichia 
Lactobaci l lus 
Sarcina 
Chroraobacteriiua 
Xeast 
Pseudoaionas pyocyanae 
Stapl^lococcus aureus 
Meisseria 
Proteus 
No growth 
»P. 1 
Jmik / feeds | 
0263^  samples l 
1^2 
99 
66 
65 
15 
25 
23 
8 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
35 
1 Clear f l u i d s ! 
36 SEUiiples g 
11 
2 
If 
2 
11 
1 
1 
-
5 
2 
-
1 
-
18 
Total 
300 
153 
101 
70 
67 
26 
26 
2h 
8 
7 
h 
2 
2 
1 
^6 
Stevenson (19^7) has at t r ibuted the increased incidence 
of infection in a r t i f i c i a l l y fed Itifant to the inadequate 
amounts of vitamin A and C and to the lack of some protective 
substances which were present in the human milk. The Increased 
incidence of infection among the a r t i f i c i a l l y fed infants could 
be reduced to that of the breast fed, p3?ovided the suggestions 
11 
recommended by Ameiacan Academy of Pediatricians (19^8) 
were strictly observed. This was later emphasised by 
Margaret (1950 and Illingworbh (1953)* 
(Iv) 3 g A S 0 N SI 
The term "Summer diarrhoea" adopted by various 
authors i s self explanatory, conveying that the disease 
i s E»re prevalent in summer months for example in May, 
June, July and August, Briefly tMs disease used to be 
coMson both in Surope and Anerica. In hot summer, 
gastroenter i t is attained epideirdc pnoprtion. It was most 
f r e c e n t in the second year of l i f e , but the case fatality 
was highest during 3-6 months after b i r th , vrhen i t some 
times reached a figure of 3CUfO ixjrcent. Hush (I789) 
noted that i t occurred only during sunimer. Hill (quoted 
by Gupta 1952), pointed out that high su:Mier temperature 
was a exciting cause of the disease. The -role of tempera-
c 
ture i s probably an indirect one in the causation of 
diarrVioea, which affects by distui^bing several factors, 
Ballard (I889) drew attention to the importance of 
temperature in the genesis of the disease. 
Besides favouring f l i e s and consequent infection 
of food, a high temperature may cause disturbances of 
normal secretory n*echanism of the infant ' s in tes t ines , 
Arnold (I928), for example, brought evidence suggesting 
12 
that I t diminishes the amount of acid secreted by the 
stomach, and thus interferes with the gastro-duodenal 
auto-disinfective aechanism, which i? responsible for 
keeping the upper part of the Intest ine relatiTOly free 
from bacteria. In addition, high temperature promotes 
the multiplication of bacteria in milk and similar foods* 
This factor wi l l clearly be operative to a greater extent 
in low socio-economic group. The bacteriological findings 
in summer diarrhoea were utost diverse and i t i s fair ly 
clear that no organism could have been responsible for 
a l l cases. 
(V) S O C I A L A N D E N V I B O N M E N T A L 
C O If D I T I 0 N S» 
All observers, past and present seem to agree that 
poverty, over crowding, d i r t , i.isanitary conditions, 
insufficient clothings leading to chi l l ing, inadequate 
diet e t c . , play an important role in predisposing the 
infants to th i s nalady, Breadly speaking, the lower the 
social c lass , the greater i s the degree of overcrowding 
in homes and d i r t i e r are the domestic conditJLons, which 
in turn are responsible for greater prevalence of the 
disease, 
(v i ) NUT K I T 1 0 N« 
A well nourished infant is less liable to suffer from 
diarrhoea in comparison to a debilitated one, and if the 
13 
former suffers i t withstand the disease be t te r , PAteraon 
(190M-) obsenred that debi l i ta ted infants contracting the 
disease in hospital show a rmch higher mortality than the 
healthy infants contractiag i t at home. Giles and Sangster 
(19*f1) observed that other associated diseases l ike 
respiratory infections or middle ear disease lower the 
v i t a l i t y of the infant and render the prognosis worst. 
Blattner (19*f^) observed that premature babies are more 
susceptible to the disease than the ful l term babies. 
This role i s of doubtful significance, s t i l l a few 
observers consider i t responsible as a predisposing factor 
to th is infection, 
NON,BJgBCTIVS DIARRHPa^ St The followinf^ factors are 
responsible for the non-infective diarrhoeas? 
( i ) Q I B T B T I C i 
The use of laxatives or the ingestion of certain foods, 
by the njother may temporarily be responsible for the occurr-
ence of loose stools in bjreast fed infants. Excessive intake 
of ai lk may also increase the frequency vnd water content 
of stool, both among the breast fed and a r t i f i c i a l l y fed 
infpjits. Among a r t i f i c i a l l y fed infants loose stool can 
occur when concentrated fonaulas especially in lactose are 
14 
given. Excessive ingestion of carbohydrates, fats or 
proteins in diet, unripe fruits or vegetables, over feeding, 
very frequent feeding etc, may cause diarrhoea in infants 
as their gastro intestinal tract is very sensitive to 
any deviation from the normal. 
(11) A1^;«g fi, fi y» 
Sanganl (I966) has stated that diarrhoea i s due to 
excessive movements of the in tes t ina l wall. The afferent 
stimulus to the wall may arise from far away or from the 
local source within the lumen. The l a t t e r stimulus 
predominates in the paediatric age group. The stinailus 
may be from unsuitable foods, acquired hyper sens i t iv i ty , 
undigested material due to deficiency of enzymes or from 
certain organisms (Gluten enteropathy, Glactose intolerance), 
(111) T E E T H I N Q g 
Many workers have at t r ibuted the diarrl^ea to teething, 
Arbuthnot (1732) has reported 10^ mortality to teething. 
Guthrio (1908) has s tated that Hippocrates had at t r ibuted 
diarrhoea to teething, Ciendon (I872) (as quoted by Guthrie 
(1908) stated "trace the nerve to i t s source in the Bans 
Verolii and floor of the IVth ventr icle where i t i s in 
close pit>ximity to the glossopharyngeal, pneumegastric and 
spinal accessory and spinal nerves and at once the whole 
t r a in of evi ls diff icul t breathing, immoderate diarrhoea. 
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convulsions^ aquintlng, effusion on the brain are easily-
encountered"* Guthrie concluded that there was no proof 
that any of the consti tutional symptoms were due to teeth-
ing« Later on Bennett (1931) reported the association of 
diarrhoea with teething, A final word can not be said on 
t h i s aspect unless a planned woric i s carried out. 
( iv) ? l , | ; i ABQ I. ?:C: 
^Tperthyroidism, uraemia, and acidosis lead to the 
excretion of urea and various acidi through the mucus 
membrane of in tes t ina l t rac t which in turn i s i r r i t a t e d by 
these abnormal substances and as a result of which diarrhoea 
sets in. 
(v) P E R S I S I B W T or injudicious use of laxatives 
may cause diarrhoea, 
(vi) ^ l i f i Y p y s m flV EUC ^,S . emotional 
excitment and fatigue cause diarrhoea in infants and children. 
IflFBSIIVi; DIABRBDEASt 
Gastroenterit is in children due to infective agents 
l ike bacteria , virus and fungi i s an established fact . The 
identif icat ion of such agents i s important from cl in ica l 
as well as epidemiological point of view. Due to emergence 
of several therapeutic agents having divergent and multipl© 
mode of action, these agents farther necessitate t he i r coarp-
l e t e recognition, which involves the services of competent 
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c l in ica l laboratory. There are variable reports about the 
incidence and the i r role in the production of the condition, 
regarding different et iological agents, in different 
countries, more so in India, The various et iological agents 
in th i s age group differ not only from place to place but 
also in different socio-economic groups, 
A study of recently published report from India on 
the microbial etiology of diarrhoeal disease in the young 
show wide variat ion in the incidence of isolat ion of known 
pathogenic micro-organism. In one series in Delhi Om 
Prakash e t al (1963) obtained 13,^^ positive cases, and in 
other series (Om Prakash e t al I966) 11,5^, Bhat et a l (196^) 
from Vellore reported that 72^ of the cases did not show 
a bacter ia l etiology. While from G\mtur, Rao & Murti (I965) 
noted "positive finding in 96 out of 1^0 cases i&¥%), 
John E, Gorden (196^) reported ^% positive cases for 
enteropathogenic bacteria from various vi l lages of India | 
R,L. Nandi reported 51.5^» S.P. Gupta and S, Mehta (1970) 
reported 13^ positive cases, Malathi Jadhev et al (1972) 
reported ^6% positive cases of acute diarrhoea; While P, 
Chakraberty et a l (1970) reported recognised pathogens in 
63^ cases. 
In India the isolat ion of different genera of bacteria 
from cases of diarrhoea has varied. Perhaps because of 
varying laboratory f a c i l i t i e s available Naidu (1962-196^) 
noted that in Vlshakapatnam, the bacter ial isolat ion were 
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res t r i c t ed to mainly Escherichia co l l and that the Incidence 
of solmonella and shigella were negligible. While Bao 
and WUrti (196?) have noted almost etjual incidence of 
Shigella and Escherichia Coll , Naldu (196^-), Om Prakash 
et al (1966), Agarwal (I966), Sen Gupta and Sharma (1967) 
have found prependerance of Escherichia Coll serotypes 
over other pathogenic in tes t ina l bacter ia . 
(1) S. p ? fi ^ li I. 4i 
Hanner et a l (1902) reported that Shigella infection 
was common cause of diarrhoea in infancy, Hormach© et a l 
(19^0) in his study of 668 cases of en t e r i t i s concluded 
that shigella infection was maximum (38.9J^), Similar 
observations were made by Watt et a l (19^+5), ( 1 ^ 8 ) , 
Olarte, (1952) and Higgin et a l (1955). According to Hardy, 
Watt (19*f5» 19**-8), from New York, Shigella infection was 
encountered in 6^ of diarrhoea cases under the age of one 
year. Cooper et al (195^) reported similar Incidence. 
In India Lala and Tiyagl (19^6), however could isolate 
shigella group in only 2 out of 100 cases, Lateron Jfojiundar 
(1950) Pavri (1952), Arora and Ibhowalla (1955) and Bhatia 
and %ers (I96I) reported similar Incidence, The incidence 
was found to be comparatively low by Pat e l (1953), Coelho 
(1955), Bopalh (1959), Silva (195^) from Ceylon could not 
find a single case of Shigellosis in children. Recently 
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Goelho and Amin (I960) could not isola te Shigella group of 
organisms in 66 children. Similarly Ahmed and Webb (1963) 
did not report th is organism to be a cause of diarrhoea. 
The incidence of Shigella infection seem to be different 
in different countries, and i t i s difficxat to conclude 
about the et iological role of t h i s organism in cases of 
infant i le diarrhoeas. R.L, Ifandi (I968), Sen Gupta and 
Sharma (I967) could not find single case of Shigella in 
children. S.P, Gupta and S» Mehta reported 1^, P.ChaJcraberty 
et a l (1970) in 53/2, cases Shigella s t ra in from patients 
between 1 to 3 years of age, Malathi Jadhev et a l (1970) 
could not isolate Bacterial Pathogen in &*•% cases. From 
remaining 16^ Shigella group of organisms were isolated. 
Only one of the 26 chronic cases were positive for Shigella 
flexneri type 6. 
( 2 ) g A fr M 0 g S t. j . A.» 
Salmonella group of organisms which are comparatively 
less common have also been blamed to cause infantile 
diarrhoea. Hermache et al (19^0) reported a fairly high 
percentage (1^2 cases in 660 cases of enteritis) were due 
to Salmonella Infection. In Cinncinati, Cooper et al (19?^) 
found only 6% incidence in infants and young children with 
diarrhoea. Similar observations were also made lay Martha 
et al (1963) and Baylet et al (1965). In India Pavri (I952), 
Misra and Gupta (195^) reported a low incidence, which were 
in agreement with report of Pat el (1953). Becently Joe et al 
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(I960) investigated the cases of diarrhoeas in Indonesia 
and could not isolate this organism in their study, Bhat 
et al (1965) reported a high incidence of Salmonellosis in 
a group of village children -where the protective water 
supply seems to be an important factor but no conclusions 
can be drawn on meagre reports from different part of the 
coiintry, John E, Gordon (I96*f), found in 1^ case, Thankamani 
Devi et al (I969) in ^% case, while Sen Gupta et al (1967)f 
S,P, Gupta (1970), Malathi Jadhev (1970) could not isolate 
even single positive case for Salmonella* 
(3) g ^,P H E B ? : C , p I A C 9i,,yt 
The intestines of infants are invaded by escherichia 
coli few hours after the birth. The organism localises at 
and about the ileocaecal region where it multiplies and 
persists for the rest of the life, constituting one of the 
important flora of the intestinal canal, which is essential 
for the healthy condition of the gastrointestinal tract. 
As early as I915 Jenson isolated certain strains of 
escherichia coli associated with diarrhoea in calves. Later 
Adam (1927) supported this finding. Other workers like 
Bray (19^5) Giles and Sangster (19^8), Giles and Smith (I9if9) 
isolated particular sero types of escherichia coli from 
cases of gastroenteritis. In England Rogers and Koegler 
(1951)» Charter and Taylor (1952), isolated some serotypes 
(0111 I &¥ t 086; B7) from the cases of diarrhoea. Several 
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vorkers from U.S.A, have reported that a l l cases of 
diarrhoea are associated with escherichia co l i . Stulberg 
(1953), Ewing et al (195^) and (1956) Belnap and 0» Donell 
(1955)* Cooper (195^) reported the occurrence of escherichia 
co l i serotypes viz , 0111; ^ , 055j B5» 026; B6, 086; B7, 
0127; B8, 0128; B12, 0119; B'ih and 0126; B16. In Denmaiic, 
Orskev and Fey (195^) found two new serotypes belonging to 
0 Gr, 55 and 0 Gr, 26, Similar reports of isolat ion of 
escherichia co l i from sporadic cases of gastroenter i t is fsom 
Finland (Raratasale 1959)i Congo (Vassiliadis and Sartiaux 
1959), Vietnam (Chamban ot ca i960) and Japan (Aoyma et al 
1960) have published, Ewjjig et al (195^) surveyed the 
finding and discussed the problem of escherichia co l i causing 
gas t roenter i t i s . He has mentioned the foUoving serotypes 
as pathogenic s t ra ins of escherichia col i v i z . , 026, 055i 
086, 0111, 0112, 0119, 0l2if, 0125, 0126, 0127 and 0128. 
Erwin (1959) has also given the convincing proof of e t io lo -
gical role of enteropathogenie escherichia col l causing 
gast roenter i t i s in infants for the several s t ra ins notably 
0111, 055 and 0127, 
( i ) Entei^patltogenie escherichia col i can be detected fioa 
the majority of cases of gas t roenter i t i s . The 
escherichia col i i s predominant organism among the 
gram negative b a c i l l i , 
( H ) These enteropatho genie escherichia col i s t ra ins were 
very rarely encountered in normal infants and children 
unless they are exposed to outbreak. 
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(111) Experiments on human volunteers have demonstrated the 
pathogenic potent ia l i ty of enteropathogenie escherichia 
co l i as compared to the res t , 
( iv) These enteropatho genie s t ra ins can again be Isolated 
from the volunteers exposed to infection, 
(v) There i s a development of specific antibodies in 
patients as well as in volunteers after certain 
period of time after infection, 
(v i ) In these cases ant ibiot ics especially ^oaorcln i s 
effective c l in ica l ly as well as bacteriologically 
and not in e i ther v i r a l or other en te r i t i c agents, 
( v i i ) Finally in several outbreaks of en t e r i t i s in infants 
and children, no other causative agent l ike bacteria, 
virus or parasite could ba isolated from these cases. 
Although these evidences are not true for several 
other serotypes mentioned in the l i s t , but are sufficient 
enough to give a convincing proof regarding pathogeneeity 
of escherichia col i s t ra ins isolated from diarrtoea cases* 
However, the above mentioned c r i t e r i a f u l f i l l the reqaire-
ments of Koch*s jxjstulates, hence there remains no doubt 
about the i r pathogeneeity. 
There are some reports from different parts of India, 
Misra (195V) isolated 66 s trains of escherichia col i in 92 
cases. Later on Rohowalla (195'5) found in 13 cases out of 
h? but the serological reports were lacking, Banerjee (1957) 
from Calcutta isolated 026, 075 and 0119 and some other 
s t ra ins from diarr l^eal cases, Serotjrpes 0111, 055, 026, 
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087» 0127 hav« toeen Isolated Xxy various workers from 
cases of gastxt>enterltis In India, (Bhatia 195* ,^ Bannerjee 
1957, and Bhat and Ifyers I96I) . Om Prakash (1962) from 
Delhi has reported a high Incidence of escherlchia col l 
s t ra ins OI29 and 012^. Recently Sanganl (I966) from 
Bombay has reported various s t ra ins of escherlchia co l l , 
0111, 0112, 0119 from cases of severe diarrhoea in h6$i 
of cases. Similarly Agarval (I966) have isolated the 
sext>t3rpes 055, 09K (A) from cases of diarrhoeas. The above 
facts reflect tin® pathogeneclty and the Importance of 
escherlchia co l l as et iological agent of infanti le 
diarrhoea but i t requires further study to evaluate 
pathogeneclty and incidence of escherlchia co l l . 
In 1962 Barua, D. et al reported outbreak of infantile 
diarrhoea caaised by Escherichia Coll 0127, B8 in a narseiy 
of Calcutta. Sen Gupta e t al (1967) reported 22 serotypes 
of escherlchia co l l causing diarrhoea commonly serotypes 
associated with diarrhoea - 2, 5f 18, 20, Mf, $$f 75, 86, 
111, 119, 125, 127 and 128. R.L. Nandi found k6^3% cases 
of entropathogenic escherlchia co l l from cases of neonatal 
diarrhoea. Serotypes of escherlchia co l l isolated in 
order of frequency were 0111 {k-0,$%), 055 (27.3^), 0127 
(20.^^) and 086 (11.»fJ<). Thankamani Devi et a l (I969) 
reported 21^ positive cases for entropathogenic escherlchia 
co l l . H.H. Ebghes et a l (1968) from England reported an 
outbreak of 09IK serotypes of entropathogenic escherlchia 
co l l . S.P, Gupta et a l (I970) reported only 2J6 cases 
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pos i t ive for ente2:t>pathogenic escher ich ia coli« Barua 
e t a l ( 1 9 ^ ) , i n t h e i r observat ion i n 515 subject of nuPal 
arid urban areas found 12,6/2 c a r r i e r s of escher ichia c o l i . 
P. Chalcaraberby e t a l (1970) found 22^ pos i t ive cases , 
and out 22^, ^7% were i s o l a t e d from infan ts and chi ldren 
belov; one year of age, Malathi Jadhav e t a l (1972) could 
not found enteropatliogenic escher ich ia c o l i from acute 
diarrl ioeal cases in ch i ld ren , 
(b) PRIMAHY INyBCTIVE ECTEBITIS ASoQCXAIEP WITH 0aaANI8H8 
The members of dysentery group, Clostridium welchi i 
and c e r t a i n o ther organisms were blamed by raar^ workers 
from d i f fe ren t countr ies but no s ingle organism was demons-
t r a t e d by aiQr of the workers. The s t r a i n s of streptococcus 
f aeca l i s i s o l a t e d from cases of neonatal diarrhoea, often 
had the power of breaking down tyros ine to tyromine 
(Gale 1 9 ^ ) , and have been incriminated as the causat ive 
agent of diarrhoea. I t i s very d i f f i c u l t a t present to 
comment about i t s pathogenecity in i n f a n t i l e diarrhoeas 
an e t i o l o g i c a l agent, 
(1) a P A H A C O L Q N S t 
In addition to mere presence of these organisms in 
faeces, there has been a rise in the antiboc^ titre in the 
serum of the patient, (Neter 19M*-, Brown 1952). It has also 
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been deraonstrated that t h e i r response may represent a 
cross reaction to salaionella and shigella group (3rovn 19$2), 
They may play a secondary role as i r r i t a n t s in associacion 
with known pathorens or may be the priinary cause of 
diarrhoea in susceptible cases especially infants 
(J^ishing 19^7)» However, at l eas t in certain cases the i r 
role i s not fhat of saprophytes. Epid^^cs of gastroenteri-
t i s have been reported by several workers in th i s f ie ld 
(Neter ^'^* Barnes 19*^6, f^ishin 19^7» 19?0), In India 
Pavri (1952) coiad isolate in 12^ of cases i^iile Soman 
and Honaver (195^) in 75^  of cases. 
(2) F.HQ y E?„gt 
Proteus i s not a normal inhabitant of the in tes t ina l 
t r ac t of breast fed infants^ but i s occasionally fotmd l a 
the stools of a r t i f i c i a l l y fed infants . This group of 
organism had been blamed as the causative agents of infanti le 
diarrhoea by many workers (Neter 19^3), Cherry et a l I9V6 
and Mushin 1950), itishing (19^7) could not demonstrate the 
presence of agglutinin in the affected cases, Neter 
postulated that t h i s may be due to dissociation of organism 
within in tes t ina l t r ac t which has been proved experiiaentally. 
In India several worfcers have isolated these organisms fit>Hi 
cases of diarrhoea, (Pavri 1952, Soman and Bbnaver 195^-, 
Coelhe et a l 1955). H.L. Ifandi (I968) reported 3,1^ 
positive cases in diarrhoea. 
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(3) g g g g PO ^Q Jf Ag» 
I t has been demonstrated that the presence of aggluti-
nins In the sera of the convalescent patients which may 
represent the non-specific r ise In t l t r e due to sonie other 
types of Infection (Florman 19?0). Many voricers have 
reported the association of the organism In cases of 
diarrhoeas (Crowleg e t al 19^11 Laurel et al 1953)» ^ 
India Chakravarthl and Tlyagl (1937). Ohosh (1938), Pavrl 
(1952), Soman and Honaver (195*»-)» Coelho and Ahuja (195f) 
could Isolate the organism In cases of dlarZhoeas and hiamed 
as causative agent (Chakravarthl e t a l 1937» Ghosh, 1938). 
R.L, Nandl (I968) reported 2,1^ positive cases for 
pseudomonas In cases of diarrhoea. 
W g,y A f g y fr Q c 9 p 9 y g 4 y H fi 9, ,^ 8 
Many workers have Isolated th i s organism from cases 
of Infanti le diarrhoeas, (Crovleg et a l 19^1, Draper et a l 
19^6, Lyons e t a l 1950 and Laurell, 1953), hut the evidence 
for I t s pathogeneclty Is largely. I f not ent i re ly , circum-
s t an t i a l . Great uncertainty s t i l l exists as the frequency 
with which the responsibil i ty for attack of diarrhoea in 
the newborn and Infants naist be at tr ibuted to staphylo-
coccus. Ifyer B, (1968), i t does seem that th i s organism 
is responsible for provoking e n t e r i t i s specially in the 
f i r s t weak of l i f e 
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(5) O T H E R O R G A N I S M SI ( KLEBSJSU.A1 
I t lic.3 been reported by several authors, that 
Klebsiella as the probable causative agent In epideialcs 
of infant i le diarrhoea, Walcher, ^9^6} Worfel, 19^1| 
and Stumberg, 19^1). Ujvary et al (1963) isolated 30M-
strains of Klebsiella from 103^ pat ients . The most 
frequent types vere K i 28, K i 2 and K t l^ f. He conclu-
ded that Klebsiella group i s a f a c u l t a t i v e enteropathogen 
in gastroenterocolit is of infancy and childhood. Depress 
P. e t a l (1969) reported epidemic of infant i le diarrhoea 
due to Klebsiella, 
Bacillus faecalis alkaligenes and aerobactor aerogenes 
have also been mentioned as possible pathogens, but 
evidence i s scanty (ffergaret 1956), 
The role of viruses in infanti le diarrhoea i s yet 
not known. Several workers have studied th i s problem and 
the i r reports are not in agreement with each others, 
(Ramos Alvarez and Sabin, 1958: Sommervelle, 1958, Joncas 
et a l , I96OJ Walker e t a l , I96O} Yow et a l I963 and 
ftirphy 196^), Only in two instances, the isolat ion of 
entero-viruses from t e s t group was greater than the control 
group. Duncan (I96O), Cooney et al (I962) and Abraham (I963) 
have reported the association of diarrhoea with several 
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enteroviruses which cannot be c lass i f ied as the members of 
the exist ing sub-groups (Rolio, Echoo and Coacsackia). In 
India, our studies have been l imited, but however, son« 
•workers have isolated the enteroviruses from cases of 
infant i le diarrhoea (Chandra Ved Prakash 1962 and Sanganl 
as quoted by Sanganl I966), 
Great in teres t has been shown in indirect haeraaggluti-
netion t e s t s in assessing the et iological role of certain 
suspect enterobacterla in diarrhoeal diseases of children. 
I t i s a well recognised fact that bacteriological studies 
Involving isolat ion and identif ication of organisms freqjiently 
do not lead to etiologic diagnosis of diarrhoeal disease. 
At times even demonstration of the presence of a recognised 
pathogen in a diarrhoeal stool specimen may not constitute 
proof of i t s being the causative organism for a part icular 
e|dsod0. Rather, a ca r r ie r s ta te to the pathogen may have 
been uncovered and quite a different organism discovered 
as the l ikely agent of current disease, Infact i t i s not 
uncommon to isolate more than one pathogen from a diarrhoeal 
s tool , or a pathogen and one of the several organisms wlilch 
ai^ regarded as potential ly pathogenic. 
Demonstration of high antibody t i t r e s in convalescence 
or a substantial r i se in the antibody level to the doubtful 
pathogens between the acute and convalescence specimen may 
be taken to indicate t he i r e t iological ro le . For t h i s purpose 
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conventional bacter ia l agglutination t e s t has not been 
found useful. However the indirect haemagglutination (IHA) 
t e s t , f i r s t described in 19^7 by Keogh et al as c i ted by 
Meter and Walker (195^), has been shown to be a rel iable 
t e s t , and to be of value in etiologic and epidemiologic 
studies of enteropathogenic escherichia col l (EEC) Infection 
and other diarrhoeal disorder (Neter e t a l 1952, 1955t '*957» 
1958, Stulberg et a l 1956, Seiburth 19571 ^ ^ * ^ * 
Pbtuznik 1959). 
Neter e t a l (1955) demonstrated the presence of indirect 
haemagglutination antibody against certain seit> groups of 
B,E,C, in re la t ively low t i t r e when sera of non-diarrhoeal 
children of various age group were tes ted. They found that 
with increase in ^ there was progressively higher percentage 
of sera which showed these antibodies, Whei^as <)Q$ of the 
sera from children of 12 years of age and above were posi-
t i ve , only about \h% from infants upto 3 months of age 
posi t ive. 
Neter and Susland, (1958) reported an outbreak of 
acute diarrhoeal disease developed in a household of nine 
members and affected If children and 5 adults. Monlactose 
fermenting collform s t ra ins of escherichia co l i 075 was 
Isolated from pat ients . These patients ei ther developed 
or had a high t i t r e of antibodies in t he i r serum against 
t h i s micro-organism as demonstrated by the enterobacterial 
haemagglutination t e s t . No paral le l r ise or similar levels 
in the t i t r e of antibodies to heterogenous enteric bacteria 
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were foiind. The data suggest that the strain was etlologi-
cally related, in part at least to the Illness, 
Smith (1955) and others demonstrated the presence of 
specific agglutinins in the serum of babies who had recovered 
from enteritis caused by escherichia coli but appearance 
of these agglutinins was inconstant and the titre received 
usually low, though a rise was obtained in some patients. 
Stulberg, C.S. Zuelzer, W.W, and Page R.H. (1956) 
demonstrated by means of haemagglutination procedure the 
antibody response of premature infants with diarrhoea In an 
epidemic cases by escherichia coli 0127. B8 was studied. 
Haemagglutination antibodies were detected in normal adults 
and transplacental transfer of such antibody was demonstra-
ted. In infected newborn infants the antibody response was 
distinguished from transplacental antibody by its pattern 
of development. 
Formation of antibodies after shigella infection In man 
is not so regular as in typhoid fever. Hardy et al (19^2) 
are of opinion that normBl antibodies occur in man and it Is 
still controversial, Cefalu and Oulloti (195^) observed 
that considerable number of healthy population contained 
agglut^ jiln against shigella flexnerl types 1,2,3, and variant-
y in tltres ranging from 1/10 to 1/320. They postulated 
that antibodies are produced due to Inapparent infection, 
Aru (1957) reported natural agglutinin in ©f,5J^  of population 
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in t l t r e ranging fix)ra 1/30 to 1/80. Agglutinin of flexnefl 
group occur mostly and the origin of agglutinin i s e i ther 
due to undiagnosed infection or presence in the gut of 
coliform basc i l l i antigen. De Slasi (1957) found agglutl^ 
nins against shigella flexneri types 1 to 6 and variants 
•X» and »3f» in 66j5 of normal healthy population upto 320. 
Probably Conforms present in the milk which carry group 
factor antigen coiarnon to shigella f lexneri . 
Neter, E, and Walker, J . (195^) described the 
haenagglutination tes t with shigella sonnoi for the deraonft-
t ra t ion of homologous antibodies in the serum of children 
with dysentery caused by shigella sonnei. Increase in the 
t l t r e of haeraagglutlnation for shigella sonnei during the 
course of i l lness was demonstrated in 8 of 11 pat ients . 
Out of 35 children with dysentery caused by shigella 
Sonnei the serum of 12 contained these antibodies in t l t r e 
of 1i320 and higher, 
J , Havllk, B. Kott and U, Potuznik (1959) demonstrated 
in 689 sera from patients suffering from shigella sonnei 
or shigella flexneri dysentery proved by culture. The 
following conclusion drawn j 
(1) Haeraagglutlnation t e s t demonstrates raised specific 
t l t r e in the sera of dysentrlc patients where shigella 
sonnei or shigella flexneri was the infecting agent. 
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(2) A t i t r e of 1 i^ O i s regarded as suspicious, 1«100 or 
higher as posit ive, 
(3) Repeated examination of pa t i en t ' s sera show a r i se 
in shigella agglutinin during the course of disease. 
G.K^g^de 3,P, Gupta (I96I) deiaonstrated the shigella 
antibody survey in Uttar Pradesh. They reported that 
85J5 of population contained shigella agglutinin in t l ^ iP 
sera due to present or past infection as reported 
Cefalu and CJulloti and Aru. From th i s i t can be inferred 
that shigellosis i s quite prevalent in Uttar Pradesh, 
Although many cases remained imdetected due to mild 
nature of the disease. 
Agglutination with shigella flexneri sub. group 
of organism was mostly encountered. This finding 
coroborate the resul t of Pande and Gupta (196^) who 
have reported that 72.3^ of the to t a l shigel la culture 
isolated by them belong to the flexneri group. 
Nanie of worke 
^•lrfMMH<#IM#MMMi <HM#« I 
icer feest- Jsh. Dyse- jSh. f lex- fiSh, Bo- flSh. So- Iffotal 
Jed mtery meri fcrdil Jinei j 
1.D.Blasi(l9?7) 
(a) In Pisa 50 - 66% ^ - 66% 
(b) Milan 172 - 76% ~ - 76% 
2.Aru C1957) 360 8.1^ 6^',^% 9 . 1 ^ Rare &¥M'^ 
3.Present work 
S.P. Gupta & 
G.K. Pande ^hO 52 .8^ 8^.2^ 3.5?^ - B5% 
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Prena Bhat, Huth M, %ers and l^alathl Jadhav (1970) 
observed the indirect haemagglutination t e s t s in assessing the 
etiologic role of certain suspect enterobacteria in diarrhoeal 
diseases of preschool children. The res ia ts show, Mon-diarrhoeal 
cases - sera of 69 children, 1 to 5 years of age ^^re tested i t 
was found that by the age of 5 years more than 75% of the 
children had indirect haenagelutinatlng antibodies against 
shigella f lesneri 6 a l i t t l e more ths^ ja ^0^ against E,B.C,055tS5 
and a l i t t l e less than 50^ against providence 03, only 5% i^ or 
P. Morganl. 
I t was of in teres t to find that for Bethesda-Ballerup and 
proteus the highest t i t r e detected was -^O, For the other three 
organisms, naiaely, Sh, flexneri 6, ESC 05^jBb' and providence 03, 
t i t res of 80 and above were noted in about 33 > 23 and 7% 
respectively of the sera tested. 
While in diarrhoeal cases Preraa Bhat et a l (1970) studied 
indirect haemagglutination antibodies and found following result» 
8 Age r^T® ^^^"1 ^®'^ 6^^' flexneri P a t i e n t A J » 6 0 A ^ ^ P " XJSU—R t-"5x-a A*. 
J fialed ; |16 
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2 . SICTEFOPAIIKSGEMIC EaCHERIGE^A COLI ASSQGIAX'SD WlXg 
VMSSSQU 
Five of the s i x with paired sera vere negative for 
homologous IH an t ibodies . The e ight with a four fold 
r i s e in t i t r e of hon»logous IH ant ibodies for EEC 0127lB8 
only^ was of i n t e r e s t as i t was a case of mixed infec t ion -
EEC 0l27t B8 and serotype 1831. 
3 . PBDYimmE ASSOCIAIED WITH DIARRHOEA: 
Out of 12 chi ldren in four cases , the acute phase 
sera sliowed ne i the r autologous nor heterologous an t ibodies , 
vhereas convalescent phase sera did show the presence of 
autologous ant ibodies with t i t r e varying from 20-80. 
h. m y p S ?<?RGMff > ASS0CI.4IEP WITH DlAHRHQ^Al 
Antong the cases of diarrhoea associa ted v i t h the 
various species of the proteus group only those which 
yie lded P. Morganli were talien for antibody s tud i e s . 
Result showed an absence of i nd i r ec t haemagglutination 
antibody in most of the cases in vrhich a t i t r e h-0 was found. 
INEBCTIVE ENI'EEITIS OF PROTOZOAL ORIG^T 
HISIOPJCAL BACKGRQUi^ fDi 
Upto the middle of 17th century knowledge of p a r a s i t o -
logy was l imi ted to the recognit ion of the exis tence of a 
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few se l f a s se r t ing eT tema l pa r a s i t e s l i k e l i c e e t c , and 
a few i n t e r n a l p a r a s i t e s 'which were too obvious to be 
over looked l i k e tape-v-orm, a s c a r i s , pinwona e t c . 
Later Leuwenhock discovered many organism in 
faeces l i k e a s c s r i s , g ia rd ia e t c . But the f i r s t protozoan 
d e f i n i t e l y recognised as a human pa ra s i t e was Balantidium 
c o l i and was discovered by Malmsten (1956) in Sweden, 
During the f i r s t ha l f of the 19th century many new species 
of p a r a s i t e s were discovered and were described by various 
workers, Dubini (1838) f i r s t discovered hookworm, 
Larable (I859) found l i v i n g amoebae in the s tool of a 
c h i l d suffer ing from dysentery. I^ukart (186?) f i r s t 
worked out the l i f e cycle of enterobious vermicular i s . 
I n t e s t i n a l p a r a s i t e s are well known to affect the 
human host adversely in various ways, mainly the n u t r i t i o n 
by Competing iri th hosts food, ;:hen tho bulk of the 
pa ras i t e i s l a r g e . Children are more suscept ible to a l l 
these i n f ec t ions , 
(1) A M O E B I A S I S , 
The incidence of amoebiasis i s comparatively rare 
among chi ldren p a r t i c u l a r l y i n fan t s , Pavrl ( I952) , Soman 
and Honaver (195^), Bopain (1959)> Coelho e t a l ( i960) , 
Ahmad and Webb (I963) and Sangani (as quoted by Sanganl 
1966), De s i l v a (19^9) s t a t ed t h a t amoebiasis can occur 
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In infants and children. Mojumdar (1950) reported an 
incidence of li out of 350 cases investigated. Vaswani et a l 
(quoted by Sangani 1966) reported an incidence of 8^ out 
of 571 cases, The children l ive among adults who are a l l 
infected and yet they are safe, the reason i s not Icnowa. 
ihankamani Devi et a l (I969) reported 235^  cases of amoebic 
dysentery out of 230 cases of diarrhoea. While S.P. Gupta 
and S, Ifehta (1970) reported 12?^  cases of diarrhoea were 
amoebic dysentery, 
(2) .^ ^ AHD ;j^4^ l.^^ 
Giardiasis i s v/ell kno^m for i t s recurrent attack of 
diarrhoea, 'jhich i s some tinier as acute PJS bacterial infection* 
Coelho (19^9) reported the association of Giardia with 
cai^ ofl of disrrhoGas. J-bjividar (195^) repon^ed giardiasis 
in 19^ of cases uhile Patel (1953) in 28^ of recurrent 
diarrhoea, liov«ver, Libov et al (I96O) have found giardia-
s i s as often in children with noiraal s tools . In ^ , 6 ^ as 
in these with acute in tes t ina l disorders, 32,3^ and did 
not attach any importance to thea, S.P, Gupta (1970) 
reported M-5)i^  positive cases of giardia in diarrhoea, 
i^alathi Jadhav et a l (1972) found ^0^ positive cases for 
giardia in acute and chronic diarrhoeas, 
I^ aCELLA!IBX)q3 CAUSES» 
(1) C A N J3 I £> J A S I Si 
Woods (1951) studied moniliasis in a giioup of 2? 
pat ients . Twenty had Candida albicans cultured from 
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oropliai^'"as arid the drugs which had been administered 
before t h i s f inding, included were chloronycet in, 
p e n i c i l l i n , Aureoaycin, Terramycin Streptomycin and 
nuiaerous combinations of the above drugs. I t has been 
s t a t e d tha t aureomorcin has a d i r ec t stiraulatirig ef fec t 
on the growth of Candida albicans (Moore, 19^1). This 
has not been confirmed and other i nves t iga to r s express 
t h a t the opinion of a d i rec t s t imulat ing effect by any 
a n t i b i o t i c i s not l i k e l y (Woods, 19^1; Seigilman, 1952; 
Paine, 1952). 
Ant ib io t ic diarrhoea, there fore , frequently involves 
uombers of normal f lo ra , which have been found to be 
p o t e n t i a l l y pathogenic in t i i i s case , because t h e i r 
r es i s tence pa t t e rn enables them to escape a f t e r broad 
spectrum drugs are used. This may be point of evidence 
in favour of the view, t h a t these organisms produce 
disease only a f t e r the host has been a l t e r e d in some manner, 
which favours t h e i r growth. Such general factor l i k e 
d e b i l i t a t i o n and dehydration have been mentioned, Hit v© 
are increas ingly aware of the importsjice of a l t e r a t i o n 
in the host by these potent drugs. I t i s also evident thsfc 
marked changes in g a s t r o - I n t e s t i n a l t r a c t f lo ra are not 
always accompanied by d i sease , 
<2) A s c, 4 fi j : A ^ ? St 
In a country like ours, with a low standard of 
environmental hygiene, ascariasis is widely prevalent. 
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Mo.lundar (I950), l:a3 roported i t in 8^ of cases i a children, 
Ascariasis i s ve i l known for i t s varied syiatomatolo^y. I t 
i s doubtfol whstiior Ascaa'iasis produces diarriioea at a l l . 
Since there i s no reports available on th i s aspect, a 
definite 'vrord about i t s pathogenic role as a et iological 
agont in cajses of diarrhoeas can not be said. 
CHAPTBR I I I 
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^JV Y E R , 1 4 I^  4 X J 2 H B y g P D ^  
(1) 150 diarrhoeal cases at the Pediatric Ward, J.N, 
Medical College, Aligarh were studied, 
(2) 100 control cases not suffering from diarrhoea OP any 
G.I.T, disorders and other infection were studied. 
A thorough and detailed c l in ica l history of these 
patients were recorded with reference to age, sex, caste , 
feeding habit , as recorded in prescribed proforma. The 
cases were divided into three groups, according to agej 
Group 1 - age group from 0-1 month - 9 patients 
Group 2 - age group from 1 month^2 years - 96 patients 
Group 3 - age group from 2 years-12 years - ^5 patients 
The group 1 consists of neonates usually referred direct ly 
from gynic ward, 
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF IHE CASESi 
(1) Passing unformed frequent f luid stools i . e . more than 
3 per day, 
(2) Chronic diarrhoea was defined as diarrhoea las t ing for 
at leas t 2 months or more, or episodes of diarrhoea of 
one to two weeks duration each in the previous six 
months, or diarrhoea since infancy, 
(3) Mild diarrhoea - which i s characterised by Increased 
frequency of stool (3 to 8 dal ly) , with no dehydration, 
acidosis or tox ic i ty . 
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Mpderate diarrhoeai frequent f luid stool with sl ight 
dehydration but no c l in ica l acidosis. 
ggYgr? <Uftrrhoea» usually fifteen or more stools per day 
with dehydration acidosis and prostrat ion, 
(If) Spcin^cp^mic groups» (According to Prasad 1970) 
150 diarrhoeal cases were divided into five socio-
economic groups I 
Group 1 Bs, 300 and above per capita income 
Group 2 Bs. 150 to 299 per capita income 
Group 3 Rs, 70 to 1^ 9 per capita income 
Group k K 30 to 69 per capita income 
Group 5 Ks, below 30 per capita income 
(5) ContppjL C^eai Not suffering from diarrhoea, G.I.T, 
disturbances or other infections disease, 
BLOOD EXAMIMfAT^ONt Haemoglobin percentage (HbJ^), Total 
Leucocyte Count (T .L .C) , Differential Leucocyte Count 
(D.L.C,), General Blood Picture (G.B.P,), 
STOOL EXAMINAyiQNt Within two hours of admission to the 
ward or on the f i r s t occasion, the fresh sample of stool 
free from urine was collected in wide mouthed s t e r i l e 
bot t les with a l l aseptic precautions and was Immediately 
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transported to the laboratory which is near by for 
examination, except in the night when they were kept in 
pefrigeratop to await culture. Examination of stool was 
carried out under the following headings i 
(i) Physical Examination 
(ii) Chemical Examination 
(lii) Microscopic Examination 
(iv) Cultural Examination, 
In plysical examination of stool the special atten* 
tion was paid to the following features* amount, consis* 
tency, colour, smell, presence of blood and mucus, 
parasites and undigested food particles. 
The chemical examination of the stool was done to 
note the reaction of stool (litmus paper method) and 
presence of occult blood (Benzidine Test) in the sample. 
Wet Smear - A small cjiiantity of stool was taken in a 
sterile bottle containing normal saline, A uniform 
emulsion was prepared by mixing the contents of the bottle 
and the resulting ermilsion was used for the preparation of 
slides. The examination was done to detect the presence of 
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erythioc3rtes, pus cells> macrophages, fat globules, ova, 
and cystic or yegetative forms of amoeba or giardia# The 
bacter ia l f lora and undigested food par t ic les were also 
noted. 
Three saline and three iodine preparations were made 
from different depths of emulsion and the microscopic 
examination was carried out. In some cases ova count per 
Gm, of stool was determined by McMaster's technique, 
using special counting chamber. Gram's Smear was examined 
to get an idea of bacter ia l f lora, presence of any fungi 
specially Candida group of organism, 
sipp;, QVpgpgi 
An emulsified portion of the faeces was ciatured on 
blood agar, Mac, Conkey*s Agar, and tetrathionate broth, 
wliich were incubated at 37°C for 2k hours. The sub-
culture from, ^8 hours old tetrathionate broth was done 
on Mac Conkey's agar and incubated at 37°C for ^ hours. 
The result ing growth on these media were dealt with as 
follows t 
On Mac Conkey's Media the lactose fermenting organism 
l ike escherichia c o l i , k lebs ie l la and gram positive cocci 
produce pink colonies and non lactose fermenting organism 
produce pale colonies. The nonlactose fermenting organisms 
may be salmonella, shigel la , proteus, pseudomonas and 
nonlactose fermenting s t ra in of escherichia col i and some 
other gut commensal organisms. Then a l l the colonies were 
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Subj6Ct«^ biochemical investigations. The Identlflca*-
t lon of organism was done on the basis of fermentation 
of various sugars and other reactions l ike methyl red, 
vo^s-.prosk8aer reaction, u t i l i za t ion of c i t r a t e , urease 
production and gelatin licjalfaction. Further I t was 
confirmed by seeing the agglutination reaction with avai l -
able specific ant lsera of BBC (026, OMf, 055, 086, 0102, 
0119, 0127, Oilif, 0126, 020, 0111, OlS8), salmonella 
(S, Typhi, S, Paratjrphi A & B, and cholera suls) and 
shigel la antiseras (shigel la dysenterlae 1 to 10, Shigella 
flexnerl 1 to 6 and x, y , shigel la boydll 1 to 15> 
shigel la Sonne! 1 & 2)« 
Blood agar plate were examined for the presence of 
growth, and haeaolysis. A smear was prepared from the 
growth, stained with gramas stain and cocci were differen-
t i a t ed by the type of the i r morphological characters. 
Various biochemical reactions were also done for further 
identif icat ion of the organism i . e . coagulase t e s t , 
catalase tes t for stophylococcus aureus, and other bio-
chemical reaction mentioned above. 
y y N Q ? g, 
Those cases in -vrfhich fungal l ike growthiSwere found 
on blood agar p la te . The morphological feature of Candida 
group were studied by Gram Staining, 
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gSPpyyipiHp 91 ^mm^U CQfrli 
Smooth colony or mass growth Is picked off fit>a 
nutrient agar plate with a straight wire and i s suspended 
in a large loopful of polyvalent 0 EEC (026, oMf, 0^5, 
086, 0102, 0112, 0119, 0125) on a s l ide . The mixtiire i s 
then exaiained under a microscope. The coloriQr was suspended 
in a small drop of saline a large loopful of polyvalent 
0 serum (which contain antisera 026, OMf, 055t OBS, 0102, 
0112, 0119, 0125) and was added the other antiseras avails 
able (Oim-, 0127, 020, 0111, 01Z8) mixed well and examined 
against dark background, specific agglutination appeared 
almost atonce, the par t ic les we^ecoarse and did not break 
down even with vigorous s t i r r i ng . In those cases where 
positive reaction was obtained from polyvalent 0 sera, 
material from same colony tested with individual sera 
which are present in polyvalent 0 sera. 
Tube Mpthpdi The positive colony was subcultured into the 
BBitrient agar for further serological t e s t at 37®C for ^ 
hours, the resulting groirfth was taken and an emulsion was 
prepared in itormal sal ine, which was autoclaved at 10-1^ 
lb s , of pressure for 15 minutes to obtain only *0* antigen 
of Escherlc^a CsQJ^ ^ l^e emulsion of Escherichia Coli 
containing only '0» antigen was diluted with s t e r i l e 
normal saline so that one c .c , of emulsion contains one 
thousand bacteria by comparing with a standard opacity 
tube. 
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Serotyplng was done with a l l available ant lseral of 
Eacherlehia Qflli. mentioned above. The antisera were 
diluted with normal saline to obtain a strength of 1 in 
80, 0,3 c,C4 of each antisera (1 in 80) was added to tubes 
O^xi") which are kept In a rack, 0.3 c.c* of antigen 
of escherichia col l was added to a l l the tubes kept in 
waterbath for 2M- hours at 50°C, After 2M- hours of incuba^ 
t ion the tubes were examined for the presence of granular 
type of agglutinating par t ic les . 
Serological indentlfication was done by agglutination 
reaction against various specific aiitisera of shigella 
(shigel la (^senteiy 1 to 10, shigella flexneri 1 to 6 and 
X, y, shigella boydli 1 to 15, shigella sonnei 1 & 2) and 
salmonella (S,typhi, S. paratyphi A & B, and cholera suls) 
maintained in the laboratory of Microbiology Department, 
gaemagglutination Test (Neter et al 1Q'?'?)t Strains of the 
serological type required are grown on nutrient agar at 
37°C for ^ hours. The resulting growth i s harvested in 
25 c .c , of unbuffered, physiological saline solution. Tl» 
suspension i s then heated in boiling water for one hour 
and the supranate obtained by centrifugation in a centrifuge. 
This supemate i s then ready for use in the haemagglutina-
t ion t e s t . 
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The enterobacterial haeiaagglutlnatlon test vas 
carried out as follows t 
Bed blood cells of sbeep washed three times in 
saline in order to remove the serum which inhibit the 
adsorption of enterobacterial antigens on eiTthrocytes* 
To the packed rod blood cells was added the respective 
crude antigen to make final dilution 2«5/^ « Incubate 
the mixture after thorough shaking in the waterbath at 
37^C for 30 minutes wash tlie treated (modified) 
erythrocyte suspension three tjjnes in saline in order 
to remove excess antigen. Add the 2,5^ suspension of 
modified red blood cells in volume of 0,2 c,c, to serial 
dilutions of serum to be tested in perpex W,H,0, plates 
with build in cups for half an hour. In a strongly 
positive test the erythrocytes are agglutinated in a 
clump, results were recorded according to patem method. 
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AGE GROUP IN DAYS 
Graph Wo. I showing cliarrhoeal cases between age group I 
( 0 - 1 month), among which maximum number of cases were 
recorded during 6th , iM-th and l5 th days of l i f e . 
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i t>»JE,jLJB»ii raiiiB iiiffit i.#i i « j fc» j t—— 
150 chlldrens between the ages of 0-12 years ¥e»e 
studied. These children were suffering from acute or 
chitjnic diarrhoea. The bacteriological and parasitic stud> 
of the stool Samples was carried out. Blood samples were 
examined for antibody titre, 100 normal cases (not 
suffering from diarrhoea) were also studied as control* 
The study of stool and blood samples were done in the same 
manner for cases suffering from diarrhoea. The clinical 
features of the patients suffering from diarrhoea are 
summarised belowt-
Bm^^jQU^H;^ wjcyH ^ E m> m, 
Age 
J ~ r 
!15aie g Female | ^^^ Total 
0 - 1 month (Group 1) 5 ^ 9 
1 month - 2 ye&TB (Group 2) 60 36 96 
2 years • 12 years (Group 3) 30 15 ^5 
Total 95 55 150 
Table Nb,1 shows the distr ibution of age and sex in th i s 
study. Group 1 consisted of neonates, usually from Gynaeco-
logy Ward. Out of group No,1| the maximum number of cases 
were recorded from ^- l^ th day of l i f e as shown in graph So,1, 
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Histogram No.I showing incidence of diarrhoea in.different 
age groups. Maximum number of cases were recorded in age 
group II ( 1 month - 2 years). 
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There were 9 cafles from group 1 (6^)t 96 cases (6^^) 
from g»t>up 2 and h^ cases (3C^)f fit>a group 3 as shoum 
In Histogram Nb.1, I t i s evident that the TngTlTmrn nximber 
of cases were fzom group 2» 
milt -I .Ji .11 iir i i r - - r riir .1 j 1 .r un i f - i r - i i r i i . r - i r TTTI ^ i r - r — 1 - ' ^ • - " •• ' - • ^ - - — — - ^ • - j p - ^ - ^ - - - ^ - ' ' ^ ' - ^ - — - - ' ^ " - • ^ ^ • • - ^ ' • ^ • • ^ - ^ • • ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ • • ^ • i M i i * 
Gn>up ! ^o. of cases ! Percentage 
Group 1 10 cases 6,66^ 
Group 2 10 cases 6,66^ 
Group 3 50 cases 33.335^ 
Group h 80 cases 53*35?^  
Table li6«2 shows the relationship of diarrl^ea with 
socio-economic gxoup* From the above table i t i s evident 
that the mBXlmim number of cases were found in *fth gx^up 
(poor socio-economic group)* 
Type of Feeding 8 No, of cases J Percentage 
Ar t i f ic ia l k8 60Si 
Mixed 20 2^% 
Breast 12 1535 
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ARTIFICIAL MIXED BREAST 
iTYPE OF FEEDING 
Histogram No.II showing r e l a t i onsh ip with a r t i f i c i a l , mixed 
and breas t feeding with incidence of diarrhoea below one 
year of age. 
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To evaluate the role of breast feeding and a r t i f i c i a l 
feeding the cases have been divided into 3 broad groups 
as shown in table Bb,3. 80 children vtre studied a l l 
being under one year of age. I t i s evident fix>ia the above 
table that re la t ively high incidence of diarrhoea was 
recorded among the a r t i f i c i a l l y fed infants, as shown in 
Histogram N6.2, ^B cases (60^) as compared to mixed fed 
infants , 20 eases {2^) and breast fed, 12 cases (15^)# 
In a r t i f i c i a l fed group i t was found that bot t les and 
tea t s were washed e i ther in cold water instead of boiling 
and cleaning with brush. In laajority of cases l e f t over 
the zailk in the bot t le af ter feeds were used repeatedly 
wicljout boiling or proper s t e r i l i za t ion , 
y. A B L 5 j ^ ^ i^, 
Syaptoms A No, of cases 
1, Frequency of loose Motions 
(i) 5-10 per day 
(ii) 10 - 20 per day 
(ill) More than 20 per day 
2, Vomiting 
(i) 8-10 times per day 
(ii) Nausea without vomj.ting 
(iii) Vomiting Worms 
3. Passing worms with stools 
^, Fever 
5, Cough 
6, Oligurea 
7« Prolapse of rectum 
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CLINICAL SIGNS AND SYMTOMS IN 
DIARRHOEAL CASES 
Histogram No.Ill showing common signs and symptoms 
found in cases of diarrhoea. 
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The eibove t ab le shovs coramon syE^jtoms found i n 
c&ses of diarrhoea. All the cases had frequency of loos* 
na t ions , ha l f of them had ^ - 10 wateiy notions per day. 
Sings 
1. 
2, 
3. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
0 
1^ mmtwm^m^»i0mt 
lk>* of cases 
Itelydration 
( i ) I-Iild 
( i i ) I4oderate 
( i l i ) Severe 
Fever 
Acidosis 
Anasinia 
Hespiratory infec t ion 
Unde m u t r i t i o n 
( i ) Marasmus 
( i l ) Kwashiorkor 
20 
60 
IfO 
110 
30 
80 
M-O 
90 
ifO 
3 
Signs of per iphera l c i r c i a a t o r y f a i l u r e 30 
Signs of various vitamin defficiency 
( i ) ? i t a M n A 10 
( i i ) Vitaiain B Complex 60 
( i i i ) Vitarain D 30 
9, Oedema 
10. Thrash over tongue 
11. Ear discharge 
3 
3 
3 
• * ^ i •^•*.<« —»IWPWrfW M 
'11^ \tm\ ^  itm -^^u 
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Above t ab l e showing c l i n i c r l signs found in cases 
of diarrhoea in ch i ld ren . All the cases had dehydration 
(150 cases) and 110 cases had fever and 90 cases were 
found undernourished, 
TABLE, , ND, ^ 
RELAI'IONSHIP WITH HAEMOGLOBIN FEBCElimZE,TOTAL Aim PXyFBBBB» 
yjT^. ^jmjLTE Bl/)QD CBLI.8, 
- i M f M ,1111111,1 r ,1 r . - I.J III r I \t \i f ir ir r - ~ - i - 1 — - — r '^ 1 • - — — — f- - • —• — . ^ — — . ^ - ^ ^ ^ — . — ^ ^ — — • 
Blood Examination J No, of cases 
- II I I . . . II I - I II ir 1 r - - - - - - - •' . . , . . . . - . « - - . , - - • 
Haeraoglobin Ifercentage 
( i ) Less than 5 gms.J^ 15 
( i i ) 5 . 10 gms.ji 130 
( l i l ) Above 10 gms,^ 5 
Leucocytosis 80 
Eosinophil ia h 
VRwMMM«Maii#H 
From the above tab le i t i s evident t h a t most of the 
cases (130) had haemoglobin percentage from 5 - 1 0 gms, 
p€2*cent and BO cases had increased white blood c e l l count, 
T^B|^ . B,2. 
PHYSICAL SXAHI-MariOtT OF STOOL 
Consistency of Stool s 1 No, of cases 
Watery 90 
Greasy Seii l-solid 35 
Mixed with blood and mucus 25 
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The above tab le shows re l a t ionsh ip of consistency 
of s too l with diarrhoea, 90 cases had va t e iy loose motions, 
35 had greasy semi-sol id s too l s and 25 had s too l mixed 
with blood and naicus, 
XAdLS no. 8 
Chemical Examination A ^^ o^, of cases 
JL mtfmmmmmimt^mm 
1. Reaction of Stools 
( i ) Acidic reac t ion 150 
( i i ) Alkaline in reac t ion 
2, Positive occult blood 25 
Froa the above t ab le i t i s evident tha t a l l the 
s too l s saatples (150) were acidic i n reac t ion , 
BACSBHIAL PAJHJGENt 
t i order to f ind out the spec i f ic e t i o log i c agents 
responsible in cases of diarrhoea in infancy and childhood, 
spec ia l a t t en t ion was paid to the examination of s t o o l s . 
On the bas i s of repeaced phys ica l , chemical, microscopic 
and c u l t u r a l examination of s t oo l specimens fTom a l l the 
150 diar rhoeal and 100 non-diarrhoeal cases revealed the 
following J 
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Histogram No.IV showing relationship with bacterial and 
parasitic pathogens with diarrhoea. 
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Chart Nb.l shows the varloua bacter ia l organisms recovered on 
ciiltui* and micittscopic examination of the stool from the t o t a l group 
of 150 pat ients . As shown in the chart the organisms were e i ther 
of definite pathogenicity (Shigella, Salmonella, Parasites - Bnta-
utoeba his to ly t ica , Giardia e t c . ) , of doubtful pathogens (Proteus, 
Pseudomonas, Klebsiella, Providence, Ascaris), Most of the pathogens 
were isolated from age group I I (1 month - 2 years) . Chart 1*0.2 
showing parasi t ic organism isolated from 1^0 diarrhoeal s tools . 
B^ASIONSHIP OF BACTERIAL mTWQM WITH DIABK^RA 
jNb. of jPercentage I Ho,of § Perce-1 D.Fl X^| Besult 
Kcases { A cases! ntage I l 
Bacterial & Parasi-
t i c Pathogens 61 
Doubtful Pathogens 33 
Total 9^ 
Normal Bacterial 
Flora 56 
»fO,6 
22 
62.6 
37.^ 
21 
28 
72 
21 
28 
72 
13.8 Signi-
ficant 
Above table showing bacterial and parasi t ic pathogens isolated 
from stools of 1?0 diarrhoeal and 100 non-diarrhoeal cases. This table 
showing that t o t a l bacterial and parasi t ic pathogens isolated f2x>m 
diarriaoeal cases i s higher than normal s tools . This difference in the 
two groups was s t a t i ca l ly highly significant (X^ = 13.8), 
From 56 cases of diarrhoeal stools pure growth of escherichia col i 
were found. Due to l imitation of serotyping of BBC, i t could be done 
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against lU- serotypes only. Hence I t could not be stated 
definitely that the escherichia co l i recovered in 56 cases 
i37*6%) were definitely non-pathogenic, 
I D E P I N I T E P A T H O G E N S 
piar rhoeal fcoritrol* 
Jcaaes Jcases I J 
Enteropathogenic 
Escherichia Coli 29 2 1 13,8 
Non-Pathogenic Escherichia Coli ^6 72 - -
Above table shows Ente .^ o pat ho genie Escherichia Coli 
isolated from 150 diarrhoeal cases and 100 control cases. 
Number of Enteropathogenic Escherichia Coli isolated fit)m 
diarrhoeal cases was 29 and normal cases 2, This difference 
was s t a t i s t i c a l l y highly significant ( )f s 13,8) 
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S^TYPES OF ENTBOPigHQGENIC EaCHERICHiA COLI 
Diarrhoeal cases (150) 
SEBOTYPES AGE GBOUP 
0^5 
0127 
0125 
0128 
020 
0111 
' " " • • • * y . . . . . . I II • « 1 . . . . . . • • I. 11 . • HI » nil • iPi« 111 • » III . I.' • 
0-1 month h inonth-2 years g 2 years-12 years 
15 
5 
055 
oMf 
CONTBOL CASES 
1 
1 
Above t ab le shows 29 serotypes i s o l a t e d from 150 diarrhoeal 
cases and 2 serotypes from control cases . The most common 
serotype was 055 (17 ca se s ) , next common type OMf (5 cases) 
then 0127 (2 cases) 0125 (2 c a s e s ) , Ifest of the serotypes were 
found i n age group I I (1 month to 2 y e a r s ) . Two serotypes 
055f OMf were found in Control cases . 
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CLINICAL SIGNS AND SYMTOMS IN 
DIARRHOEAL CASES CAUSED BY E E C 
Histogram No.V showing common signs and symptoms found 
in cases of diarrhoea caused by Enteropathogenic! 
Escherichia C o l i , 
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SINGLE AHD M^IW JMf^TTQtJ OF EMTEBOPAIBDGENIC ESCHERXCaXA 
PQ .^;^  ;^ }J DIAaRHDEAL CASES 
jj 11^  H 
Age Group teotal No. {Single 0 Mixed 
Oof cases Qlnfection 9 
0 - 1 month 2 1 1 
1 monttua years 2^ 19 6 
2 years-12 years 2 2 -
Above t ab le shows s ingle and mixed infec t ion of 
Enteitipathogenic Escherichia Co l i , 6 cases of age group I I 
\ ^ r e mixed with o ther b a c t e r i a and p a r a s i t e s as shown in the 
chart Nb,1, While in 22 cases pure growth of Enteropatho-
genie Escherichia Col i was found 
CLINICAL FEATURE OF PO EfJTBH)PA3:HDGEI^ C ESCHEHICHIA CQLI 
IK Common complaint JNO, of cases 
Loose motions 10-20 per day 29 
Watery mixed with Iticus and blood 29 
Vomiting 1 
Fever 29 
Cough 2 
Ol igur ia 1 
Prolapse of rectum i 
S I G N S 
PgbYtyatjiOii 
Mild -10 
Moderate 12 
56 
Severe 
Fever 10cf F to 103°F 
Acidosis 
Anaeioia 
Bespiratoiy Infection 
Undernutrition 
Signs of Peripheral Circulatory Failure 
Angular Stomalitis 
Oedema 
7 
29 
H-
10 
2 
10 
7 
3 
1 
Above table shows signfand symptoms in 100 cases of 
Snteropathogenic EscherichJ.a Coll . In s l l oases (29 cases) 
watery, loose nations 10 to 20 per day, Fever and Dehydra^ 
t ion were found, 
I^YSlgfd, E]tflBAnftt4QQ» In a l l 29 cases, wateiy, foul smelling, 
yellowish, mixed with mucus, 
Q|lf?BllCfa ^m\im%Uitki All acidic in reaction occult blood 
+ve in 2 cases. 
m.Crp8ffOPlffal ^Mlna t lon* ^^ ceU5 and Eiythrocytes - 2 
cases, fat globiiles «. 2 cases. 
2. smw'f^ Q^om^ 
Age Group Diarrhoeal cases SControX cases 
6 150 il 100 
0 » 1 months 
1 month « 2 years 
2 years -12 years 
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Above table shows Incidence of Shigella organism in 
diarrlxjeal cases and control cases. Only one case was 
isolated from 150 diarrhoeal cases. 
Patient presented with c l in ica l feature of KwashioritoP 
with chronic diarrhoea, 
nvrnrfa "^^^ImU^-^ of St^nlt watery in consistency, foul 
smelling, yellow in colour, aixed with blood and mucus, 
Cbfimical Exaraination of gtooli Inaction acidic. Occult 
blood ixjsitive, 
a^SJg,gi?.P3?lg ^minn^Urni ^^^ number of Eiythrocytes, 
Leucocytes, jms c e l l s , fat globules were present, 
Saliaonella Organism could not be isolated from a single 
case out of 1^0 diarrhoeal and 100 non-diarrhoeal s tools , 
1, ffi|£^p^4 QBi^A^^ 
yfBLE, rag,lit, 
Age Group tmarrhoeal ! Control J n p S y2 Q cases g cases g * ' § 
3 1 1 2 , 0 • 1 laonth 1  2 lf 
1 month - 2 years 9 3 x 
2 years - 12 years 6 2 
TOTAL 18 
&8 
Above taM© shows Incidence of Klebs ie l l a organism 
i n 1^0 dlarrhoeal and 100 cont ro l cases . Muaiber of cases 
i s o l a t e d f2:t>m diarrtooeal cases was higher than c o n t i o l . 
:^wever t h i s difference s t a t i s t i c a l l y was not s ign i f ican t 
S;ENGLE AM) MIXED IIJFaJTIQI? OF KT,KB>STKT.T.A U DIARBHQ 
Age Group 
J£ 
^(lxed 
• mmm'im'»ifimH»mm 
0 - 1 laonth 
1 month - 2 years 
2 years - 12 years 
1 
2 
1 with E.Coli 
E.E.C. 055 
1 with 
7 cases * 1 with s t rep* 
tococcus f a e c a l i s , 
1 with PseudoiBonas & E, 
H i s to ly t i ca - 1 with 
Proteous & Giardia - 3 
with Entamoeba His to ly t i ca 
- 1 with E.E.C. 0128 -
1 with Steptococcus faec-
a l i s , 
1 with Giardia - 2 with 
Entamoeba His to ly t i ca -
1 with EntazQoeba Histc^ 
l y t i c a & Pseudooonas -> 1 
with Giardia & E, Coli 
r-^^fm^^s'i ^\ imin)imt^mi0t^ 'I0mimmi0mt^t^mi0mt0m0imamm» 
Above table No.15 shows Klebsiella isolated as single 
(k- cases) and mixed infection ^ vlth other bacteria and 
parasites (1lf cases). I^f cases were isolated mixed with 
other pathogenic bacteila and pai'asites as shown in the 
table. 
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kgB Crroxip 
JL 
Piarrhoeal cases Kontro l cases 
150 I 100 
0 - 1 saonth 
1 month - 2 years 
2 years • 12 years 
1 
6 
3 2 
TOTAL 10 
Above table shows proteus organism i s o l a t e d fit)ni 150 
dlar rhoeal and 100 con t ro l cases , Number of cases I so la t ed 
from diar rhoeal was s l i g h t l y higher than control cases* 
Tl-iis difference was s t a t i s t i c a l l y not s ign i f i can t , 
T p ^ 1 ,^17 
SimisS AND MIXED iNyaCIIQN OF PaOTEPS IN PIABHHDE^ L C^SES 
Age Group te.*"°i 'Single! 
cases if 
.-J^  
Mixed 
0 - 1 month 
1 month • 2 years 
1 
6 
2 years - 12 years 
1 with 1, Coll 
1 with E,E.C, 055 . 
1 with B,B.C, 020 -
1 with Staphyloco* 
ecus Aureus * 1 with 
fi.Coli & Giardia -
1 with Klebs ie l la & 
Giardia, 
3 with E. Col i & 
Giardia 
*W«ta#M«nMP«M«a#>*MMM 
• IP •• I • # ! wrg 
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Above table No. 17 showing Proteus organism was i so lated 
as s ingle and mixed from 1^0 dlarrhoeal s too l s , 9 cases weare 
Isolated as mixed with other bacteria and parasites as shown 
in above table . 
3 . PSEPDQMDMAS OBGANISM 
m^mmmmtm^m 
Age Group jDlarrhoeal cases ^ Control cases 
0 - 1 month 
1 month - 2 years 3 
2 years - 12 years 1 
TOTAL h 
Above table No. 18 shows Pseudomonas organism isolated 
only k cases out of 1^0 dlarrhoeal stools. Out of 100 non-
dlarrhoeal stools Pseudomonas could not be isolated from 
even a single case, 
TA3|^ MP. 19, 
glNOLB AND MIXED INEBCTION OF PSEUDQI4QHAS IN DIABRHDEAL C A S ^ 
T 
Age Group jTotal No, JSingle j Mixed 
y f cases 
0 - 1 month - -
1 month - 2 years 3 1 1 with Klebsie l la & E. 
Histolytica - 1 with E,Coli 
2 years - 12 years 1 - 1 with Entamoeba Histoly-
t i c a & l a ebs i e l l a . 
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Above tab le shows Pseudoioonas I so l a t ed as s ingle 
(1 case) and mixed o the r b a c t e r i a and p a r a s i t e s i n d i f ferent 
age g3:t)ups (3 cases ) • Most of the cases found mixed with 
o ther p a r a s i t e s and b a c t e r i a . 
TABLE ND.2Q 
Age Group 
0 - 1 month 
1 month - 2 years 
2 years - 12 years 
iDlarrhoeal cases? Control cases 
- JII.J1II J. . IU J W i J r I r II I — • " - - • ^ — 
J 
8 
1 
6 
2 
TOTAL 8 
Above t ab l e shows Providence organism i s o l a t e d from 
150 d iar rhoeal and 100 cont ro l cases . The percentage of 
cases i s o l a t e d from cont ro l cases ( ^ ) was higher than 
d iar rhoeal cases ( 6 ^ ) . This difference was not s ign i f i can t , 
y ^ L g NQ,g1 
SINGLE AJtiD MIXED INgECTION OF PBOVIDENCE IN DIARRH)EAL CASES 
Age Group Mixed 
0 - 1 month 
1 month - 2 years 
2 years - 12 years 
8 1 with Streptococcus fae-
cells « 2 with Giardia -
2 with Entamoeba Histo-
lytica - 2 with Ascarls 
1 with Giardia 
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Above t ab l e sltows Providence organism i s o l a t e d as 
s ingle and mixed in fec t ion from 1^0 diar rhoeal cases , Jfost 
of the cases (8 out of 9) wei^ found nixed with Pa ras i t e s 
(Giardia , Entamoeba His to ly t i ca and Ascar i s ) . 
5 . STAPJgLOCOCCUS AUBEaS OBGANISM 
TABLE up, gg 
Age Group xDiarrhoeal 
^ cases 1 
Ji 
Kon- diarrhoe al 
cases 
0 > 1 month 
1 month - 2 years 
2 years - 12 years 
1 
1 
TOTAL 
Above t ab l e shows Staphylococcus aureus organism i s o l a -
t ed from 150 diar rhoeal and 100 non-diairhoeal s t o o l s . Two 
cases were i s o l a t e d from diarrhoeal s t o o l s , both cases were 
below one year of age. 
FARASITIS QF DE?;i:Nyp^ f^BQGl^m'^n 
1. EfCTAMQEBA HISTQLCTIC/L 
Age Group 9TVI —v,^-.«i fccntrol ? D.F. ! X ^ jDiarrhoealjControl* D.F 
1 cases j cases } * " J 
0 - 1 month 
1 month - 2 years 5 
2 years - 12 years 12 
7.h 
TOTAL 17 
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Above table shows Entamoeba Histo3ytlca isolated 
f«>m 1?0 dlarrhoeal and 100 control stools* The number 
of cases isolated from dlarrhoeal cases were higher 
than control. This difference was statistically 
highly significant (X^ = 7.M-). Maxiima number of cases 
were isolated from age group III ( 2 years to 12 years) 
and no case was isolated from age group I ( 0 to 1 month). 
im^ NQ,2lf. 
SIHGLB AND MIXED INFECTION OF ENTAMOEBA HISTOLYTICA IN 
PI^ ^BRHpgAL CASEg 
Age Group fCotal No.Jsi^^^l Jof cases J»^ -"*s^ «J Mixed 
0 - 1 month 
1 month - 2 years 
2 years - 12 years 12 
3 with Klebsiella -
2 with Providence. 
2 with Klebsiella -
1 with Klebsiella & 
Pseudomonas - 2 with 
Streptococcus Faecalis 
7 with E. Coli. 
Above table shows Entamoeba Histolytica cyst and 
vegetative forms were isolated as single and mixed with 
other bacteria. 
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CLINICAL SIGNS AND SYMTOMS IN CASES OF 
DIARRHOEA CAUSED BY E HISTOLYTICA 
Histogram No.VI showing common signs and symptoms found 
in cases of diarrhoea caused by Entamoeba histolytica. 
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CpunCAL MAIUBESOF DIABBH)EAL CAgBSQF ENYAMQBSA SISyQi^, 
Connnon Coinplalnt ONo. J of cases 
Loose motions 10-20 per day 
tilxed with blood and macus 
Vomiting 
Fever 
Cough 
^. I G ,N p 
P9l3S^SilQXk 
Mild dehydration 
Fever 99^F' - lOO^B^ 
Anaemia 
Undernutr i t ion 
Liver enlarged soft smooth 
Liver enlarged soft tender 
Signs of vitaman d i f f ic lency 
17 
10 
2 
10 
2 
10 
10 
6 
k 
3 
1 
if 
STOOL EKAMINATlQNt 
y^hygUggq. Mmimtlonj" watery yellow 
- Semi s o l i d 
- Mixed with blood 
and znucus 
- Foul smelling 
- 12 cases 
- 5 cases 
. 10 cases 
- All cases 
Pb§inl.Oal .fixaminnt.lom- Beactlon acidic i n a l l cases , occul t 
blood pos i t ive i n 10 cases . 
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t^c^acopliy Ti:^ OT;\nffif;>,pnt> Vegetati-VB and c y s t i c forma of en ta-
moeba h i s t o l y t i c a found in a l l cases . 
Pus c e l l s and macrophages in a l l 
cases , R.B.C. i n 10 cases . 
TABLE NQ.2? 
Age Goup 
TTT 
^mmJlm 
jDiarrhoealJ Control} ^ p A 
J cases A * • I 
TT 
cases 
0 - 1 laonth 
1 month - 2 years 
2 years - 12 years 
KW 
Above t ab le shows cyst of Giardia was i s o l a t e d from 150 
diarrhoeal and 100 control cases . Number of cases i s o l a t e d from 
diar rhoeal (1?) was higher than cont ro l cases ( 3 ) . This d i f f t r e -
nee was s t a t i s t i c a l l y highly s ign i f i can t (X a Kh), 
TABLB m.26 
^l^Ql^ ANP MIXED iJmC'mU OF GIARDIA INTESTINALIS Uf DIAE«HDBAL 
Age Group 
~¥r 
0 - 1 month 
1 month « 2 years 
2 years - 12 years 
o t a l No, {Single { Mixed 
r r.a««o ginfect ionj ••-*—* £r cases Hinfectlonj; in fec t ion 
9 1 with 055 - 1 with 
Klebs ie l l a & Proteus -
2 with Providence - 2 
'f.^ith B. Coli & Proteus -
If with E, Col i . 
1 with l a e b s i e l l a - 1 
with Providence - 1 with 
Proteus - 2 with E.Coli -
1 with Klebs ie l l a and 
B, C o l i . 
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CLINICAL SIGN AND SYMTOK/tS 
CAUSED BY GIARDIA 
INTESTINALIS 
Histogram No.VII showing common signs and symptoMs 
found in cases of diarrhoea caused by Giardia. 
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Above table sbows isolat ion of Giardia as single and 
mixed infection with other bacteria* All the cases wew 
foimd mixed with other "bacteria. Moat of the cases were 
isolated above 1 year of age as shown in above table , 
CLINICAL FEATUBES OF GIAHDIAaiS: 
Common Complaint ANO. of cases 
Loose Greasy Motion 10-20 per day 10 
Watery Loose Motion 10-20 per day 5 
Fever 100°F 2 
Mild, dei^dration 5 
Angular Stoiaatitis 1 
PliySJLga,! SYa,!W4nftt4ofl. t s tool bulky semi solid greasy, yello-
wish in colour mixed with mucus in 
10 cases, watery stool with mucus 
5 cases. 
QteBri.gal Eyf^ pJ>ng-t^ 3lfta s Hesctlcn scidic in a l l cases, Occult 
blood positive in ^ cases. 
Mj^rsLgcopic .SxamjjiE t^.ipni Cyst of Giardia present in a l l cases, 
fat globiaes present in a l l cases. 
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Age Group 
P^RASiyES OF DOUBTFOL PAXHDGg I^gCXlX 
T QMarrhoeal cases 0 Control cases 
A fi 
0 - 1 month 
1 month - 2 years 
2 years - 12 yeara 
2 
5 
1 
TOTAL n 
Above t ab le shows Candida I so l a t ed from 150 diar rhoeal 
cases aad IOC control cases , J^ lmiiber of cases I so l a t ed froa 
d iar rhoeal cases (8) were h i rhe r than cont ro l ( 1 ) , Moat of 
the cases were found between age group 1 laonth to 2 years of age. 
| r o t a l no. Jainglef jof cases g ^^*"; Age Group Mixed 
-••<• tmmm>a0mmm,0m 
0*1 month 
1 month - 2 years 
2 years - 12 years 
2 
5 
:> with E, Coli 
1 with E.E.C. oM». and 
C128 - 3 with Strepto-
coccus faecalis 
1 with E. Coli 
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Above t s ^ l e shows Candida I so l a t ed as s ingle and mixed 
with o ther b a c t e r i a In d i f ferent age groups. Out of 8 cases 
i n 5 cases there were h i s to ry of taking o r a l a n t i b i o t i c fo r 
a long t ime. 
CLINICAL gEAIURE OF C l^lHDIDIASISt 
Frequency of loose motions i n a l l cases , under nourished 
a l l cases 5 ^la^ angular s t oma t i t i s and o r a l th rush , 2 had 
per inea l ezcoria t ioa* 
nvr9^SSA ^mXm%i.Qn t -el low, watery foul siaell ing, mucus 
present i n a l l cases* 
Qhen^SgO,. .^affllP.atlo& « Occuit blood pos i t ive in 3 cases 
allv-fere acidic in r eac t ion . 
KlcmscQPic Exarainatlnr^t Fat globules and pus c e l l s were 
present i n a l l cases . 
2 . ASCARIS 
Age Group SDiarrhoeal cases jControl cases 
0-1 month 
1 month • 2 years 3 ^ 
2 years - 12 years h 2 
\m0mmimmmw^'m 
TOTAL 
69 
Above table shows ascarls Isolated from 150 
dlarrboeal and 100 control cases. Iluinber of cases 
isolated from control cases were higher than diarrhoeal 
cases. None of the case was isolated below one year of age* 
3. mmmm WQDEJ^ -M 
TABLE HD.^ O 
Age Group ^Diarrhoeal cases I Control cases m^mmmmmi0mm'mtmm0mtmtmm0^0m»mii0mi0mmm0mim'mmmttmmm0^^mi^mtm0im 
tmm\mma0ft0^mmm 
0-1 month 
1 month - 2 years 1 3 
2 years - 12 years 1 *• 
TOTAL 2 7 
Above table shows Ankylostome daodsnale was Isolated 
from diarrhoeal and control cases. Number of case 
isolated from control (7) was higher than diarrhoeal 
cases (2 ) . 
h. HTHSNOLSPSIS N^^i were isolated from 6 cases of 
diarrhoea and 5 f^ i^Qi control cases. I t i s evident' 
that equal incidence was found in both groups, 
5. Tiqs^RIS TfiUPHgjSIA; isolated from 2 cases of diarrhoea 
and 3 cases from control cases. 
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CASES OF DIARHHQEA OF UNKNOWN KCIQLQGYl 
Out of 1?0 diarr lweal cases included in the present 
study in 56 cases (37,h%) no pathogenic organism e i t h e r 
bac t e r i a o r pa ras i t e s could be i s o l a t e d except Escheri-
chia Col i which could not be serotyped with avai lable 
1^+ speci f ic an t i s e r a of Enteropathogenic Escherichia 
Col i , 
No de f in i t conclusion can be drawn regarding the 
pathogenecity of E, Coli in t h i s group of cases . 
However i f the re were any pathogenic s t r a i n these did 
not belong to the ^k^ serotypes whose a n t i s e r a of E,E,C, 
were ava i l ab l e . Perhaps most of such cases belonged 
to a group where the cases of diarrhoea was not of 
bac t e r io log ica l o r p a r a s i t i c orgin, 
imiBSCT HAEHAGGLUTimiON TEST IN ASSESSING THE EflOLp-
The value of ind i rec t haeraagglutination t e s t in 
assessing the e t i o l o g i c a l ro le of Shigel la f l exne r i , 
Enteropathogenic Escherichia Col i , Providence, Organism 
which were i s o l a t e d from 1^0 diarrhoeal cases were 
s tudied. At the san» time pa t te rn of antibody t i t r e 
in contzt>l cases were also s tudied. 
LEVEL OF ANTIBODY TITRE IN OIARRHOEAL CASES 
' LEVEL OF ANTIBODY IN CONTROL CASES 
1401 
1201 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 
AGE IN YEARS 
Scattergram No.II showing level of antibody of 
Enteropathogenic Escherichia Coli, in different 
age groups in diarrhoeal and control cases. 
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Ag6 of CMiarea fcdtal So. dibsltlw feff|fX..0i:,.Mjl^te.lj,lli, ,> 
tof casts feasas iBoiwstzi i %to f Mtom 
ptudled I JSOwfo { 80 I 80. 
1 * 2 y%ajpB 5 3 1 2 0 
2 * 3 years 6 6 2 ^ 0 
3 • *•- y«ftrs ? 3 0 3 0 
^ • 5 y«ars 5 ^ 2 2 0 
5 - 6 years 3 3 2 1 0 
6 • 7 years 3 3 t 1 1 
7 - 1 0 years k 3 2 1 0 
10 - 12 years 9 7 3 3 1 
I4CT, igff33 
Total Ho* of P»* of losltive eases | Fereentags of i»sitliM| 
eases studied |for ^ilgella flexnerl I eases 
Kibo4y. I 
XJQoim taiae So. 32 and 33 shoving antibody titre of 
Shigella fLezneri in the sera of ^ control eases* 2t was 
fbund helov age of ^ years the nwiitwiw level of antihodr titx« 
vas 1/80 ¥kiX9 aho've $ years of age leTOl upto 1/320 as shoim 
in seatter«r«» iro*1« It vas also ooted that out of k0 easst 32 
(80^) next positive for antibody of shigella flesMfi la lieiltXDi 
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Scattergram No.I showing level of antibody of 
Shigella flexneri, in different age groups in 
control cases. 
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TtkffM fff.^1 
II of antite^ UMm I Ffttl«atf Ag» 9 d«ra 
1 h yearf Aeufee 1/5 
Coitr&lescence 
5 daya lAO 
Coirtraleficen^ 
12 daya 1 / 1 ^ 
Above table shoving result of lndli«ei haftmags i^itiai^  
tion test on tbs sera of patient vlth dlarrboea assoelalMNL 
vlth shigella flexnerl* 
Shigella flexnerl vas Isolated fioa one patient 
h yea2*s old ohild out of 150 ^Siaea studied* Antiho^ fy* 
t i t re in the sera of this patient ^  1st day, 6th day and 
12th day of illness vas studied, 1st day antibody t i t l e 
vas 1/5 after 5 days in the second saaiple of sera antibo^ 
titre vas lAOy in 3rd sample after 12 days the antibo^ 
titre vas found upto 1/160. Fitna above table i t vat 
observed that there vas rising titre of antibody and the 
end titre vas 1/160 as shoim in the grai^ Ho»ZI» 
mmm mw. w mmu nmmu m 9mmk im^,,. 
I sf 2 hi 3rd 4 th 5»*> 6>K 7*h 8th 9ih lOthVkihllH* 
DAYS 
Graph No.II shoving rising t i t r e of antibody 
of Shigella flexneri in acute and convalescent 
stage, in a case of diarrhoea caused by Shigella 
f lexneri . 
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Age of ChiXdren 
«Wfw«wiWn 
?otal Ho I Type p o t a l )f case 31 IsolatedlBosdU 
tudled 5 Jttve 
J teases 
0 - 1 aontb 
1 month » 2 years 25 
2 years - 12 years 2 
C^ 5 
0127 
(15 cases) 11 
0M> (5 cases) 5 
0127 
0128 
020 
0111 
0125 
055 
0125 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
t^m, up, 35 
Total Mo. of 
ca«9S studied 
T 
Total No, of i Percentage of Jbafclve 
Positive cases f cases 
for E.E.C, i 
J 5 
I I — M M lull-III •III • • ^ . I • — - • • » • • — — — . . ^ — . ^ m^—^- • —.^-. ^ ^ ^.^^^ ^^ ii- w i i f J J J J - J . . ^ , , _ i _ ^ , 
29 22 75.5^ 
Above table Mo,3^ and 35 shows level of antibody titre of 
enteropathogenic E, Coli which were isolated fi^a 29 diarrhoeal 
C€ises. Following points observedt 
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1. Out of 29 cases 22 cases vere positive for an t lDo^ 
2. Belov U- laonths there was no antlbo<33r in the seira of 
patientf above h months antibodies vere noted* 
3 . The highest t i t r e vas 1/160 as shovn in the scat ters 
gran No,2, In yoimger age group the level of antibody 
t i t r e was lower while in older age group the antibody 
t i t r e was higher as shown in the above table and 
scattergram Mo ,2 , 
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i 
Patient 1 
1 
2 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
lif 
15 
H 
3 
3 
6 
6 
5 
8 
9 
9 
H 
1 
2 
2 
if 
10 
Ag» 
laonth 
months 
months 
months 
months 
months 
months 
months 
months 
year 
year 
years 
years 
years 
years 
J 
1 ^ ype {isolate 
020 
055 
05? 
055 
055 
oMf 
oMf 
055 
CMf 
0128 
cMi-
CMf 
055 
055 
oMf 
0125 
055 
1 Sera 
6 
Acute 
Convalescence 5 days 
Acute 
Convalescence 6 days 
Acute 
Convalescence 
Acute 
Convalescence 5 daya 
Acute 
Convalescence 5 days 
Acute 
Convalescence 
Acute 
Convalescence 
Acute 
Convalescence 5 days 
Acute 
Acute 
Convalescence 5 days 
Acute 
Convalescence 5 days 
Acute 
Convalescence 
Acute 
Convalescence 5 days 
Acute 
Convalescence 
Acute 
Convalescence 5 days 
Acute 
Convalescence 
kesult of indir^el 
Khsemagglutlnation 
1 test 
«• 
1/10 
1/20 
1/20 
1/80 
1/10 
1/10 
1/80 
1/160 
1/20 
1/20 
1/80 
1/80 
1/80 
1/80 
1/80 
1/80 
1/20 
1/80 
1/160 
1/80 
1/320 
1/160 
1/160 
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TM#,,W..17, 
w«IM^riH|)«4MMpMtf«a|(«M|W^MI«MMBM|MI 
-. j.-ij"-n-r-jr.x-.-...j _ i ' r r r r r • ' - ' l-f"" ' " . . . . - • • „ ^, • ^ .., - , • .n . , i • •• • 
Total %• of diarrhoealf %>, of cases shoving jPercentag© 
cases {Studied « rising tltz« J 
•«»AiwlMllk<Mi«««*MMMaM|» 
15 3 h6.6% 
- lUatrajr iiir j j i i . j I J . j i j i i j r r .ji.La j u n.r ..r u r \- sjrmMui- i~i.injif . r n r - r ^ ' — ^ — • - — , ^ — . ^ . . — . — ^ ^ — — . . ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ _ _ _ „ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ . _ p . _ _ ^ _ ^ . „ . _ ^ ^ , 
Above table No,36 and 37 shows rising titre of antibody 
of enteropathogenlc E» Coll isolated from the stool of the 
diarrhoeal cases. Blsing antibody titre was noted in ^  €ases 
(^ •^6^ ) out of 15 positive cases studied, 
rnxmux i na s OF s>s.c. o^;^ m NDH^ DIAIIRHDEAL CASBS 
Ktudled El,™ case. Betwee» "§*» *^" 
1 laonth - 1 year h 1 1 - . 
1 year - 2 years h 3 3 - • 
2 years - 3 years 2 1 1 - « 
3 years - k years 1 1 1 - • 
h years • 5 years 1 1 1 - -
5 years • 6 years 3 2 
6 years • 7 yesu^ s 3 3 
7 years - 10 years 3 3 3 
2 
1 
L 
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yApLB m;^^^^ 
l o t a l %• of 5 Total f'o.of 
cases studiedi lbs^l<v!e cases 
for antibody t for antibody In 
of 055 t the sera 
*—!•<#» 0^igm^ ,mimmtmit0m0^<0'mt»m0iK 
20 15 
percentage 
JL rt^ mwniii*wnwi*w> 1 
75Jf 
Above table Jk>.38 and 39 showing level of antibody in 
the sera of non-diarrhoeal cases. 20 cases were studied by 
indirect Haeaagglutination t e s t , 15 cases were positive for 
antibody of 055. Below 5 iaonths there was no antibody found* 
Level of azit ibo^ in younger age group was lower while l a 
el40r age g2t>up i t was higher l eve l . Maximum level of antibo<!^ 
below 6 years was IAO while above 6 years was t/8o* 
Age Group total NblTotal %> I l^YSX OJT, XUH. f cases jof Ibs i - X Between upto ^^ Abov* [studied Stive J 20-^0 80 1 ^ 
leases 
NJKPMVM 
1 montii - 1 year 3 
1 year « 2 years 2 
2 years • h years 3 
h years - 6 years 2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
>\'mvwkimimatnmt» 
''**^>'<<l">W*i'"MiM*M|MHMMMMa>MiiMl« 
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f^xa mM 
1 %• of cases studied JNo, of Bssitive caaee j Bercentagg 
10 50?^ 
Jkboy^ table Ho.^ -O and k•^ ahowa level of antibody of fi«S.C, 
OMf In non-diarrhoeal cases. Out of 10 cases studied only 5 
cases were positiT© for antibody and raaximua level of a n t i b o ^ 
¥as 1A0» ^^ "^as also found that below 3 months antibody coilld 
not be detected firjm the sera of Infants, 
Age Group Jotal HbJpotal No if casestof Ibs i -
studied Ative 
xCases 
ASZX 
1 
1 aonth - 1 year 
1 year - 2 years 
2 years « h years 
k years - 6 years 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
3 
m^mmmm^imi Hi <iii 
'•U>S!SS3S«n«Mj&AriEp4» 
Total No, of cases studied&otal No, of positive § Beitsentage 
—....JB case a 
r 
10 705^ 
H««MiMM»MPM«Mi 
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Abo've table sho^rs lov«5l of antibody of S»B.C, 020 l a 
contzol cases. 10 cases were studied 7 cases ^lere positlTC 
for antibc<3y. I t vas also noted that in youngor age group 
ie»ei of antibody was low and in elder age group i t was 
higher, Maxiinam level reached upto 1^0, 
AlttlBODY THBE OF PBDYIIBaCE QBSMISM IN DlAlffl^ SM* QAM 
Total ifo, of cases A Total N©. of positive ! 
froa stool of which j eases for antibody of l Percentage 
providence organism X providence organism { 
were isolated J l 
8 2 20 
mmm0mf0mtmm^mmm0m^mmmmm0m»imm^>0m0^mmmimmmii0^0m^^tmm^mmt^H0m 
Above table shows the rintibodisr t i t r e for providence in 
diarrhoeal cases* Out of 8 cases studied 2 cases were 
positive for juitibody, both cases having end t t t r e 1/10, 
Total No. of cases feotal No, of Ibsi t ive ! 
studied for antibo^Xcases for providence s Percentage 
of providence Jantibody ^ 1 
15 if 2.6% 
t0mt0tm<tKmimi0imm0im 
Above table ^,h^ showing 1^ cases were studied for 
antlboc^ of providence in control (Kon-dlarrhoeal cases). 
Four cases positive for antibody end t i t r e was 1/20, 
D I S C U 3 S I Q N 
CHAPTER V 
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The present work I s based on the study of ^$0 
consecutive eases of diarrhoea admitted to children's 
vardy out patients and emergency cases* A detailed 
history was taken and a thorough physical examination 
was done» The stool vas examined for bacteria and 
parasites* The antibody t l t r e was studied by haema^ 
gglutlnatlon t e s t . For purpose of discussion ve pose 
ourselves the following questions : -
(a) To workout the prevalence of diarrhoea in different 
age groups of patients and to evaluate the role of the 
following in the causation of diarrhoea, 
(1) Socio-economic status 
(2) Hygiene 
(3) Breast feeding Vs. artificial feeding in the 
young Infants, 
(b) To isolate the infective agents and to find the 
pathogeneclty or otherwise. Further to evaluate the 
clinical picture generally associated with one partlcu** 
I 
lar organism. An attempt to evaluate the role of 
multiple types of organisms in the causation of diarrhoea, 
(c) To find out the prevalence of diarrhoea as a result 
of protozoal and parasitic infestation in various age 
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gioups and also to correlate the c l in ica l picture with 
these agent*• 
(d) To study the antibody t i t r e in the sera of diarrhoeal 
and control cases of Shigella, E.E.C., Providence and to 
correlate the significance of antibody t i t r e in es tab l i -
shing the et iological diagnosis of diarrhoea. 
The prevalence of diarrhoea in infancy and childhood 
varies in different age group. Many workers of t h i s 
aspect agree that the diarrhoea in infancy and childhood 
i s more comnaon below the age of 2 years. Out of 150 cases 
in the present study maxinaufl number of cases 96 {&¥%) were 
recorded, in the age group I I (1 month - 2 years) as 
compared to h^ cases (6^) in the age group I (0 • 1 month). 
Thus our findings are in agreement with the observation 
of Giles and Sangster (19^+8), Groenrees (1955»), Walker 
(1960), Goodwin (I960), Lepine (i960). Tow (1963), 
Majumdar (1950), Pavrl (1952), and Patel (1953). We may 
therefore conclude that age does play some part in the 
aetiology of diarrhoea in Infancy and childhood, 
2, wmiQ^ wffH 3oc;yOr¥^9^M;g W?g> 
More than 53»35/^  of our patients came from very poor 
socio-economic c lass , wherein overcrowding, lack of 
cleanliness in hygienic environments, inhygienic method of 
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sewage disposal, feeding habi ts , and f i les are prevalent. 
Our findings confirm the suggestion of Mlsra (195'*')» 
Stanley et al (196>'f), Wilson and Miles (196**) and Lie 
Klan Joe et al (I966), that the people of poor socio*. 
econoalc status axe predisposed to diarrhoea. 
3 . BELAIIQN WUH THE lYPB OF FgEOINO tAKTIFJCIAL gSEPIJJg 
Many vorkers have stressed the protective influence 
of breast feeding (Wiven I90M., Peter 19IO, Dudfield 1912 
and Grulee et a l 1935)* In the present study of 1^0 casef 
a group of children were selected under one year of age 
and comprised of, 80 children. The incidence of diarrhoea 
amongst the a r t i f i c i a l l y fed infants were found to be 
much higher hS (60^) as compared to mixed fed 20 i2^) 
and breast fed 12 (15!^). Ar t i f ic ia l feeding can not be 
blamed as a cause of diarrhoea only on the ground that 
the number of cases amongst the a r t i f i c i a l l y fed infants 
are more as compared to breast fed. Since 53,3^/^ cases 
belonged to poor socio-economic group and poor hygiene, 
the chances of contamination of feeds are more. Therefore 
high Incidence of diarrhoea among a r t i f i c i a l l y fed infants 
Could be reduced to that of the breast fed infants provided 
the suggestion recommended by American Academy of Pediatric 
(19'*-8), (quoted by Illingworth I953) are observed. 
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In agreement with the suggestion of Margret (1956), 
ni ingwoith (1953), Wilson and Milers (196»f), and contra^, 
dieting with findings of Niven (190U-), Beter (1910), 
Dudfield (1912) and Grulee e t a l (1935) the incidence of 
diarrhoea among a r t i f i c i a l fed infants could be rednced 
to that of breast fed, provided the recomioendations of the 
abo"ve mentioned comaiittee are observed. Recently many 
woiicera have observed that there i s no difference in the 
incidence of diarrhoea between breast fed and a r t i f i c i a l l y 
fed infants (Levin et al 1959). 
A study of recently published report from India on 
the microbial etiology of diarrhoeal disease in the youngs 
show wide variations in the incidence of isolat ion of 
known pathogenic micro-organism. Following table l i s t s 
the prevalence of infective diarrhoea in different part 
of India 
y^Lg ap,i. 
'i^is mnm ^^'^wm^ mp fp^ s^ ff mm^^m i^mm, 
BY DIFFEaENy WpflKEBS 
M«MH^WiP^i^H«M^MMi«^M«mi^mMi#M#«i^MMi^tfMiiM^Mi^*i^M^ta^B«MMlMi«i 
Author 5 ' Year JN6» of Positive j | Percentage 
leases for bacte.g 
0 Orial pathogen 0 
Oa Pralcash I963 - ^3A% 
Om Prakash I966 - 11.55^ 
8-4 
Bhat et al 
Bao and Hirtl 
liandl 
Gupta et al 
Malthl Jadhev 
Chakaraborty et al 
Present series 
1965 
1965 
1970 
1970 
1972 
1970 
1971 
96 
28% 
51.5^ 
63% 
62.6^ 
From the above t ab l e i t i s evident tha t the 
prevalence of diarrhoea caused by b a c t e r i a l pathogens 
i s var iab le in d i f fe ren t par t of the country. In the 
present study the b a c t e r i a l and p a r a s i t i c pathogens 
(Doubtfull and de f in i t e pathogens) could be i s o l a t e d 
from 62K^ases , Our f indings , the re fore , confirm the 
observation of Rao and xMurti from Quntur (1965) and 
Chakarabarty e t a l (1970). 
However many other workers Prakash from Delhi 
(1963 and 1966), Bhat e t a l (Vellore I965) and Gupta 
e t a l (1970) could i s o l a t e pathogenic organims from 
quite low percentage of t h e i r cases . 
(a) BACTERIA OF nSFINIIE PAl-aaGBIM I^TYi 
(1) gatg3;iPjathOfiendLg,l^gPhgrJlPh3.ft Ogllt ^any observers 
agree tha t the enteropathogenic Escherichia Col i , as a 
e t i o l o g i c a l agent of diarrhoea i s the most inrportant 
and frequent organism (Bray 19^5$ Giles and Sangster 
19**-8, and Taylor 19*^9)• 
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Enteropathogenic Escherichia Coli enteritis i« 
an acute infection associated with frequent loose 
motions, vomiting, fever and severe dehydration (Neter 
1959)* In the present stud^ y Escherichia Coli could be 
isolated in 85 cases, of which only 29 could be aeTo-
typed with fourteen available antiselra. The clinical 
picture could not usually be differentiated in these 
cases fixjm the other bacterial infections, ill thes« 
29 cases had loose motions, vomiting, fever, moderate 
to severe dehydration found out in 29 patients, 25 
serotypes of Escherichia Coli found in age group II 
(1 month • 2 years). Thus, our findings are in confor-
mity with the observations of several other workers, 
Giles et al 19^9» Cooper et al 1955f Stiaberg et al 
1955i Stiaberg and Zuelzer 1956, and Lindberg and 
Young 1956) who found a high incidence of Escherichia 
Coli infection among the children under 1 year of age. 
Among the 29 patients following serotypes were 
isolated 055, 0»4i-, 0127, 0125, 0128, 020, 0111, The 
serotype 055 (17 cases) was the most coaanonly encoi2iv> 
tered organism in this series, while the next common 
serotypes were CM»- (5 cases), and the 0127 (2 cases) 
and 0125 (2 cases), Most of the patients suffering 
from the above serot3rpes were moderately or severely 
ill. This is in conformity with the findings of Cm 
Prakash 1962, He stated that the serotype 026, 055 and 
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0111 vera usua l ly i s o l a t e d i n severe cases of gas te ro-
e n t e r i t i s . Following tab le l i s t s the various serotypes 
found in d i f fe ren t l o c a l i t i e s , 
TABLE SHOWING VABIQUS SSBQTrPSS OF E.E>C. ISOLATBD FBOM 
Author sYear 
± 
{Serotypes i n order of 
Jfrequency 
Bhatia 195** 
Misra 195*<-
Arora and Bohowalla 1955 
Banerjee et al 
Bhat and Myers 
Goyal 
Om Prakash 
Ahmad and Webb 
Sangani (quoted by 
Sangani) 
Sen Gupta 
Nandi 
Present Series 
1957 
1961 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1971 
0111, 055t 026 
E, Col i did not agglut inate 
with the standard sera avail-
able with him. 
None of the cases belonged 
to C*f33 gitjup. 
026, 02 
055, 026, 086, 0127, 0111 
026, 055, 0111. 
0126, 0129. 
086, 055, 026, 0127. 
0111, 0112, 0119. 
02, 05. 018, 020, OMf, 055t 
075, 086, 0111, 0119, 0125, 
0127 and 0128. 
0111, 055, 0127, 086. 
055, OMf, 0127, 0125, 0128, 
020, 0111. 
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From the above table I t I s apparent that no slngpLe 
pathogenic serotype vas isolated unifonaly in different 
parts of the country. Thus, i t can be concluded that 
certain serotypes are prevalent in a part icular part 
of the country. Hence, our findings are in agreement 
with the observation of ^ a t and Ifyer (I96I) that the 
coimnonest serotypes of Escherichia Coli i s 05$. But 
contradicts the observations of Om Prakash (I962) 
Sangani (quoted by Sangani) 1966 and Banerjee (1957) 
from Calcutta, 
The high incidence of diarrhoea was seen in 
a r t i f i c i a l l y fed infants belonging to the poor socio* 
economic group which could be reduced considerably to 
that of breast fed provided the precaution for s t e r i l i -
zation of the bot t le e tc , are taken, Colgan (1956) 
also fe l t in the same way. The infection, however, also 
occurs in the breast fed infants confirming the obser-
vation of Brown and Baily (1957). Lindberg and Hunter 
(1957) have demonstrated the presence of antibodies in 
high t i t r e in the colostrum. But at present no evidence 
i s available whether they are protective or whether they 
are observed normally in gastero-intest inal t rac t 
(Neter 1959)» Levin (1959), 
From the above discussion following conclusions 
can be drawn t-
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(1) The enteropathogenic Bscherlchla Coll Infee* 
t lon I s more common belov the age of 2 years* 
(2) The 0^5 i s the commonest serotype causing 
diarrtoea, 
(3) The high incidence among the a r t i f i c i a l l y fed 
infants coiald be reduced considerably to that 
of breast fed infants provided the precautions 
for s t e r i l i za t ion of the bot t le e t c . are 
observed, 
(^ •) The c l in ica l picture of diarrhoea caused by 
Enteropathogenic Escherichia Coll was not 
dist inct ive enough to that of other types of 
infections, such as Shigellosis etc* 
Barua et al (196M-) in t he i r observations on ^15 
healthy individuals (non>diarr}%>eal cases) of rural and 
urban areas, found 12»6^ carr iers of Enteropatltogenic 
Escherichia Coll. On the other hand Nandi (1970) could 
not isolate Enteropathogenic Escherichia Coll OP 
Shigella group of organism from normal healthy neonates* 
In our ser ies , the Enteropathogenic Escherichia Coll 
were detected in 2 non-diarrhoeal cases (out of 100 
non-diarrhoeal cases studied). This finding i s in 
agreement with the observation of Barua et a l (196^-) 
that the Enteropathogenic Escherichia Coll may remain 
in the carr ier s tate in healthy individuals. 
Observations of recent workers are that some of 
the cases of gasteroenteri t is in infancy and childhood 
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are due to infection hy members of Shigella group (Wilson 
and Hiles 196^). There are vide variations in re port | of 
different vrorkers for Shigella isolated from diarrhoeal 
cases, as sho^m in the table , 
TAP;^  H^pwjLNG mmu ^gowfip g^M pxiy^Bpy ^omm m 
s 1 5 
Author 0 Year Q No. o f c a s e s } Pe rcen tage 
ft 4 studied 0 
M Ki III mi » II m i i .n« i in i ii» » » IPI1 J t n w »i I • ii n i i * 11« » «ii » ii i i i i « i iii m « a m • • iii i ! • » » i»i ii mmmmtmmmmmm 
Lala Tiyagi 19^ -6 
Jfejumdar 1950 
Pavri 1952 
Patel 1953 
Soman and Honaver 19^^ 
Siiva De I95lf 
Misra et a l 19^ 
Patel 1955 
Coelho et a l 1955 
Arora and Pohovalla 1955 
Coelho e t a l I960 
Bhatia and %er 195^ 
Ahmad and Webb I963 
Sood 1963 
Rao and I4xrtlQr I965 
Sea Gupta & Sharma 196? 
Nandi I968 
Gupta & Mehta 1970 
Chakrabarty & Shah I97O 
l^alathi Jadhev et al 1972 
Present Series 1972 
«» 
150 
60 
186 
27 
66 
200 
3^ 
mm 
60 
60 
mm 
-
100 
«» 
150 
10J5 
^ 
2^ 
6% 
mm 
s% 
m 
^6% 
. 
10-1®! 
. 
5^ 
38.673^ 
1% 
lh% 
^e% 
o.&e% 
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Prom the above t ab le i t i s evident t ha t Shigel la 
organism was i s o l a t e d from s too l s of infant and chi ldren 
suffer ing fit)m diarrhoea. The incidence ranges betveon 
0 - I05S in most of the s e r i e s as shown in the t a b l e . 
In the present study only in 1 case Shigel la could 
be i s o l a t e d . In t h i s respec t , the present study i s 
comparable t o those of Gupta aiid Mehta (1970), i>e Si lva 
(195l»-), llLsra e t a l (195^), Coelho et a l (1955) snd ( i960) , 
Ahmad and Webb ( I963) , Sood ( I963) , Sen Gupta and Sharma 
(1967), Nandi (I968) t h a t Shige l la was i s o l a t e d in very 
small o r none of the case. But t h i s con t rad ic t s the 
finding to Hao and Itirthy, (1965), I ^ a and Tiyagi (19*^6) 
Mojumdar (1950), Pavri (1952), Arora and Pohowalla (1955), 
Bhatia and Jfyer (195^) and Chakrabarty (1970), who found 
much higher percentage of Sh ige l los i s as shown in the 
t a b l e . In the present study the ch i ld from whom sh ige l l a 
group of organisms was i s o l a t e d was a case of chronic 
diarrhoea with the c l i n i c a l fea tures of kwashiorkor, 
confirming the views of Well and Saphra (1953), t h a t 
enfeebled chi ldren are no doubt more suscept ible to 
s h i g e l l a infec t ion than the average chi ld due to t h e i r 
poor body r e s i s t a n c e . 
Salmonella group of organism which are comparatively 
l e s s common than other pathogenic bac te r i a (Shige l la and 
Enteropathogenic Escherichia Col i ) also had been blamed 
to cause i n f a n t i l e diarrhoea. 
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In oiir present study of 150 cases of diarrhoea In 
children salaonella could not be Isolated from a single 
case. Salmonella also could not be isolated from control 
cases. Thus our finding was in agreeii»nt with Soian»rv«lle 
(1958) Sen Gupta et a l (I967). Gupta and Mehta (1970), 
Malathi Jadhev et al (I970), and but does not agree with 
the findings of many \/orkers (Pavri 1952, Mara, e t a l 
195>f, Patel 1953, Coelho et al 1955, Soman Honaver 195»f 
and Chakrabarty 1972), 
ip iJE NO.if 
TABLE SHDWINO liCIDENCE OF SALmtmUJOSlS INBIFFESENr 
PARIS OF INDIA AS OBSEKVEP 
Author 
PavTi 
Patel 
Mlsra e t a l 
Coelho e t a l 
Soman Honaver 
Ahmad and Webb 
Sonimervelle 
Cramblett 
John E, Garden 
Sen Gupta e t a l 
Gupta & S, Mehta 
Malathi Jadhev e t 
Chakraborty 
Present Series 
» Tear 
1952 
1953 
195^ 
1955 
195V 
1963 
1958 
196V 
196»f 
1967 
1970 
al1970 
1970 
1971 
3Y DIFFERENT AOTHDBS 
§No. of cases 
flstudled 
6 
150 
-
100 
tm 
• 
* 
338 
117 
-
-
-
. 
-
•» 
! 
Percentage 
8^ 
1,6J5 
2^ 
U23i 
U23i 
U2% 
«• 
2^ 
IJS 
-
i * 
• 
^2% 
mm 
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Onl7 doubtfull pathogens were isolated from 33 
cases (22^) from stools of children suffering from 
diarrhoea. These doubtfull bacter ia l pathogen were 
Klebsiella, Providence, Pseudomonas, Proteus, Strepto* 
coccus faecalis , 
Klebsiella has been reported as tlie probable 
causative agent in epidemics of infanti le diarrhoea by 
rmxiy workers (Walcher 19'f6, Worfel 19^1, Strunberg 191?1)» 
Ujwary (1963) reported that Kelbsiella group i s a 
faciatative enteropathogenic agent. In the present 
series of 1^0 cases Kelbsiella could be isolated from 
18 patients of which h were pure growth, l^ f showed mixed 
growth with other organisnis. Nine cases belonged to the 
age group I I . All these cases were below 1 year of age. 
Walcher (I9lf8) also found th i s infection to be more 
common below the age of 1 j ^ a r , 
Klebsiella infection was characterised by frequent 
passage of loose motions, fever, vomiting, moderate to 
severe dehydration in majority of the cases, serotyping 
Could not be done. The c l in ica l picture could not be 
differentiated from other types of infective diarrhoea. 
But most of the patient were tinder nourished. I t was 
regarded as being suggestive of a lowered resistance 
of the body due to under nut r i t ion , (Taylor I960, Lie 
Kian Joe I966), thereby predisposing to Kelbsiella 
infection in these 1^ cases. Several other authors 
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(Walcher 19»f6, Wrofel 19511 Sternberg 19^1, Ujwaiy 
1963)hav© held that Klebsiella causes gastro-
enteritis, and lowered resistance predisposes the 
pathogenecity of the organism. 
In the present series Providence was isolated 
from 9 cases, of which 1 case was providence with 
pure growth. The other growths were associated with 
Giardia and E, histolytica also. In these mixed 
cases, where the growth of Providence organism was 
little, the cause of diarrhoea was attributed to the 
associated organisms i,e, Giardia and Entamoeba 
histolytica. 
Although a definite comment can not be made 
regarding the pathogenecity of providence, it was 
isolated in pure form and in association with other 
organisms. As such, a strong suspicion is attached 
to the organisms pathogenecity. 
The infant showing pure growth was under 
nourished. The low pathogenecity could produce diarrhoea 
due to lowered body resistaiice (Taylor I96O and Lie 
Kian Joe I966, Om Prakash I966) or there might have 
been some other cause of diarrhoea which could not be 
ascertained here, 
Proteus organism is not a normal inhabitant of the 
intestinal tract of breast fed infants, but is occa-
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alonally found in the atools of a r t i f i c i a l l y fed Infants, 
This group of organism has been blamed by many woricers 
as causative agent of infant i le diarrhoea (Neter 19*»-3» 
Cherry 19^ -6 and Mushing 1950), In the present se r ies , 
Proteus was isolated from 10 cases. In one case i t was 
isolated as a single infection. The remaining other 
cases were mixed with Giardia (M- cases) Snterbpathogenic 
Escherichia Coli (2 cases) and with Staphylococcus (1 
case) with Escherichia Coli (1 case). Those cases which 
are mixed with other pathogenic organism, diarrhoea may 
be due to these organisms. Single infection of Proteus 
was isolated from a breast fed infant. In breast fed 
infants i t may be the causative agent of diarrhoea as 
reported by Pavri (19^2) isolated in 50^ cases. Soman and 
Honaver (195^) in 9^ and Coelho et al (1955) in 2 cases. 
The status of th i s organism as regards i t s pathogenecity 
i s not c lear , but i t i s fe l t that i t s presence in breast 
fed infants may be regarded as suggestive of i t s ab i l i ty 
to cause diarrhoea. 
In the present study Pseudomonas pyocyanae was 
isolated from h cases. One was pure growth and the others 
were associated with pathogenic parasite or bs^teria, 
Maixir workers have isolated Pseudomonas in diarrhoeal 
disease in children, Pavri (19^2, in 19^), Soman and 
Honaver (195^, in 2,1^), Coelho e t al (1955t ^ 1J^). ^he 
Pseudomonas has been blamed as a causative agent of 
d ia rx^ea (Chakaravarti e t a l , 1937, 1938). Yet no 
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convincing proof i s available to th is effect and the 
pathogenecity of Pseudomonas remains in doubt at present. 
Staphylococcus aureus was isolated from 2 cases. 
Both these cases were below one year of age. Many workeri 
have isolated th i s organism from cases of infanti le 
diarrhoea (Crowley e t al 19^1» Draper et a l 1^f6, Lyon et a l 
1950 and Lauren 1953). But the evidences for i t s patho-
genecity i s largely, i f not ent i re ly circumstantial. 
In the present study, the streptococcus faecalis w£Ui 
isolated from 10 cases out of 150 cases studied. Out of 
these 10 cases (6,6^) were associated with bacteria and 
parasites of definite path©genecity. I t i s known that 
streptococcus faecalis converts tyrosine to tyromine, which 
i s a toxic substance to the gut (Gale 19M«-) and may cause 
diarrhoea. Streptococcus faecalis can, therefore, be 
considered as the cause of diarrhoea in these cases where 
i t was isolated alone while in other cases where i t was 
found to be associated with other definite pathogen*, as 
mentioned above, the definite pathogens could have been 
the cause of diarrhoea. However the importance of s trepto-
coccus faecalis , in the causation of diarrhoea needs 
further evaluation. 
Incidence of aaoebiasis in infants and children has 
been reported by different workers (De Silva, 19^-9|lfe^umdar, 
I95O; Z% cases; Vaswani et a l I966, reported 8?5), 
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In present study, ve did not find any case of 
diarrhoea due to entamoeba histol3rtica below the age of 
one year. This finding is in agreement with the observa* 
tions of Pavri (I952), Soman and Honaver (195^)» Bopalh 
(1959), Coelho et al (I96O) and Ahmad and Webb (I963) 
that amoebasis is rare in infants. In children (i.e. 
above 1 year of age), on the other hand there were 5 
cases {2^,k-%) in age group II (1 month to 2 years) and 
12 cases (70,6^) in age group III ( 2 years to 12 years). 
This finding also agrees with finding of Gupta (1970), 
Devi (1969) who foiind 12^ and 25% respectively incidence 
of anioeblasis in children above 1 year of age. 
In the present series of study, Giardia laniblla 
was found in 15 cases (10^) out of 1^0 cases studied. 
It was associated with Klebsiella, Providence or non-
typable Escherichia Coll in all cases, majority of cases 
belonging to the age group II (1 month to 2 years). 
Giardiasis is well known for its repeated bouts of 
diarrhoea, Mojumdar (I950) found 19^ cases, Patel (1953) 
in 25^ cases, Gupta (1970) in h^% cases and Jadhev et al 
(1972) in 50^. Our findings are in agreement with the 
findings of the above workers that the incidence of 
Giardiasis is high in children, 
Candida albicans was isolated in 8 (5.33^) out of 
150 cases included in the present study. One of these 
cases was associated with enteropatho genie escherichia coli 
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and o the r case was associa ted with Giapdia, In these 
2 cases the cause of diarrhoea was a t t r i b u t e d to the 
associa ted organism since they were pathogenic. Few 
of these cases had i r r e g u l a r treatment with broad 
spectrum a n t i b i o t i c s . Woods (1951) suggested tha t the 
growth of Candida ma^ be due to (1) d i r ec t s t imulat ion 
of the Candida by a n t i b i o t i c , (2) suppression of the 
competing organisms, (3) change in the pH, (k) Change 
in the host r e s i s t ance , Moore (19^1) thought t h a t i t 
i s due to d i rec t s t imulat ion of organism by a n t i b i o t i c . 
This observation was also supported by Margret (1956)« 
Perhaps in our cases also Candida diarrhoea was due to 
broad, spectrum a n t i b i o t i c which was used in these 
cases for other associa ted d isease . 
Seven instances (^-,6^) of a s c a r i a s i s were seen in 
the t o t a l group. Both were associated with some o ther 
organism. This could not be blamed as a causative 
agent ^ust because i t was found i n cases of diarrhoea. 
Although i t i s found in cases of diarrhoea i t s incidence 
in d iar rhoeal cases (,?%)• In t h i s study def in i te s t a t e * 
ment can not be made regarding a s c a r i s as the causative 
fac tor in diarrhoea because adequate proof i s lacking, 
Ankylostomes were i s o l a t e d from 2 cases , one with 
enteropathogenic escher ich la c o l i and 1 with Escherichia 
Col i , while 7 cases of ankylostomes were i s o l a t e d from 
non«-diarrhoeal cases , Ankylostome, the re fo re , could not 
be blamed a s the causat ive agent for d iar rhoea . 
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C^UaS Qg UNKNOWN STIQLQGYi 
Out of 150 cases s tudied , i n ^6 cases , the patho* 
genie organisms, e i t h e r b a c t e r i a o r pa ras i t e could not 
be i s o l a t e d . Only the non-typable escher ich ia c o l l 
irere found. These cases of diarrhoea laay therefore be 
due t o o ther causes ( a l l e r g i c , metaJaolic, d i e t i c , 
nervous o r v i r a l e t c . ) which coiild not be s tudied i n 
the present s e r i e s of study. Further de f in i t e coanaBnt 
can not be made tha t these Escherichia Coli vere nott-
pathogenic since the serotjrping could be done only of 
1^ avai lable a n t i s e r a . 
The following tab le shows the incidence of 
diarrhoea of unknown e t io logy as observed by dif ferent 
workers, 
FBQM DIFFEBENT ELACES HEPQBIED BY DIFFEBENT AOTHDBa 
Name of Author and HLace I Tear of J Bsrcen ta^ of un-
A study 2 known e t io logy 
HoPmaeche e t a l (Urugvay) 19^0 38 ,3^ 
Soraraerville (Scotland) 1958 ^.8^ 
Walker (Canada) I96O 96jt 
Lepin (France) I963 ^6% 
low (U.S,A,) 1963 72^ 
Cramblett (U,S,A,) I962 3^% 
Ahiaad A Webb (Vellore) I963 50^ 
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Bhat ©t a l ( I n d i a ) 196^ 7A% 
Bao and Morfcl (India) 196? 20^ 
Present Series 1972 3?*^% 
This group of cases need further investigation* 
I t i s a ve i l recongnised fact that bacteriological 
studies involving isolat ion and identif ication of 
organisms frequently do not lead to aetiological diag-
nosis of diarrhoeal diseases. At times, even the 
deiaonstration of the presence of a recognised pathogen 
in a diarrhoeal stool may not constitute the proof of 
i t s being the causative organism for a part icular 
episode. However indirect haemagglutination t e s t f i r s t 
described in 19^7 by Keogh et a l (as ci ted by Meter and 
Walker, 195*<')» has been shown to be a re l iable t e s t , 
and to be of value of aetiologic and epidemiologic 
studies of enteropathogenic escherichia co l i and other 
diarrhoeal disorders. (Neter et al 1952, 1955* 1957f 
19^8, Stulberg e t a l 1956, Seiburth 1957, Kott and 
Rotuznik 1959). 
In the present study of 150 cases of diarrhoea, the 
stool of only one patient was positive for Shigella 
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f leznerl . The serum of same patient was studied for 
the study of antibodies against hooologou© shigella 
flexnerl . The hafemagglutlnatlon t e s t demonstrated 
the presence of specific antibody, Bepeated examlnatlozi 
of the sera showed r is ing t i t r e of the antibody 
(Shigella agglutinin) during the course of i l l ne s s . 
The level of the antibody was 1/5 in acute stage, lAO 
after 5 days and 1/160 after 12 days. 
Neter (I95»f) and Havlik, Kott and Ibtuznlk (19^9) 
demonstrated the presence of antibodies in the sera of 
diarrhoeal patients where sMgella sonnei or shigella 
flexnerl was the infective agent. They also demonstra-. 
ted the r i se of shigella agglutinin during the course 
of the i l l ne s s . On the other hand shigella flexnerl 
antibodies have been observed in normal individuals also 
(Cefalu and Gxjiioti 195»f, Aru, 1957, De Blasi, 1957* 
Pande and Gupta, 196^)« In the present study ^0 healthy 
individuals were studied, Thirtytwo cases (8C^) out of 
these ^0 cases were positive for shigella flexnerl 
agglutinin. The t i t r e ranged from 1/20 to 1/320, The 
findings of some of the studies are tabulated belov 
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Naioe of Workers 
,No. of 
JSera 
ytested 
Percentage 
of ibsitlve' 
cases for 
Shigella 
J flexneri 
t antibocjy J 
Titre 
(1) DB Bias! (19?7) 
Ca) In Pisa 
(b) In Milan 
50 
172 
(2) Aru (1957) 360 
(3) Pande & Gupta (196'^ ) 1^ 0 
(»f) Bhat et al (1970) &*• 
(5) Present study ^0 
66^ 
76% 
&¥.^% 
81.3^ 
853^  
Upto 1/320 
1/80 
1/320 
1/160 
1/320 
From above table it is evident that shigella 
agglutinin was found in considerable number of healtbor 
individuals. Thus our findings were confirming to the 
observations of Pande and Gupta (196M-), and Bhat et al 
(1970), The presence of shigella agglutinin in their 
sera may be due to following reasons »-
(1) Due to present or past infection (as reported 
by Cefalu and Gullotl (195**-). 
(2) Many cases although infected with shigella 
flexneri but they may not have overfc gasterointestlnal 
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ST^oms due to lalLd nature of the disease (Fande and 
Gupta 196»f). 
(3) Formation of agglutinin for flexnerl group 
may be undiagnosed infection or due to the presence In 
the gut of coliforni b a c i l l i carrying similar antigen 
(Aru, 1957). 
(V) The Coliforras present in the siilk may carry 
group factor antigen common to shigella flexneri (De 
KLasi, 1957). This may give r i se to antibodies in the 
serum. 
The significance of the presence of even high t i txe 
of antibo<^ i s therefore of not much importance, but 
r ise in the t i t re during the course of i l lness observed 
in the case of th i s ser ies may be considered significant 
in establishing shigella flexneri as the causative orga-> 
nism of diarrhoea in th i s case. 
In the present study of 150 diarrhoeal cases^ 
enteropathogenic escherichia co l i could be isolated fnoa 
29 s tools . The different s t ra ins isolated were 055 (17 
cases), OMf (5 cases), 0127 (2 cases), 0125 (2 cases), 
0111 (1 case), 020 (1 case), 0128 (1 case). The haema-
gglutination antibody in the sera of these patients 
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against the respectlTS organisms vera studied* I t was 
found that out of 29 cases, 22 cases were positive for 
antibody. At the same time r is ing t i t r e vas also studied 
in these cases* I t was found that out of 15 cases 
studied 3 cases showed r ise in the level of antibody 
t i t r e in acute and convalescent stage. This observation 
suggests that the s t ra in was aetiologically related in 
part at l eas t to the i l lness* Similar conclusion was 
drawn by Ifeter and Subland (19?5)» 
In the present study, the sera of healthy indivi-
duals were also studied for antibody against common 
serotypes isolated from stools of d i a r r h e a l cases. 
These s t ra ins were 055, OMf and 020, 20 non-diarrhoeal 
sera were studied for 055 antibody 15 cases were positive 
for antibody. I t was also found that below 5 nonths of 
age there was no antibody in the sera of these children. 
Level of antibody in younger age group was lower while 
in older age group i t was higher. Maximum level of 
antibody was found 1A0 below 6 years of age, while 
antibo<^ t i t r e above 6 years was 1/80* Ten non« 
diarrhoeal sera were studied for oMf haemagglutination 
antibody. Five cases were positive for antibody. 
MaxiaMm level of antibody t i t r e was lAO, The antibody 
for OMf Enteropathoeenic Escherichia Coli could not be 
found below 3 months of age. Ten cases were studied Ibr 
Enteropathogenic Escherichia Coli 020 antibody. Seven 
cases were positive for antibody* From the above obseiv 
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•ationfflt i s evident that haeioagglutinatlon antibody 
%rere also present In considerable number of non^dlarxiio-
eal cases. Similar findings have been reported by Neter 
e t al (1958), I t was also found that In the younger age 
garoup the level of antibody was comparatively lover 
while in the older age group i t was higher. Our findings 
therefore were in agreeutent with that of Neter et a l 
(1958), 
From the above observation i t i s evident that 
maximum level of antibody t l t r e in diarrhoeal cases was 
1/160 while in control cases i t was 1/80, Meter et a l 
(19^8) also reported level of enteropathogenic antibody 
re la t ively low in non-diarrhoeal cases, 
PBQVIEEtCB OmAKLSHi 
In the present study the diarrhoeal cases, associa* 
ted with Providence, were also studied for haemagglutlna-
t ion antibody against providence organism. At the same 
time for comparison 15 non-diarrhoeal cases were also 
studied for providence antibodies. Eight cases of 
providence organism were isolated from 150 diarrhoeal 
s tools . I t was found that out of 8 cases only 2 cases 
were positive for antiboc^ and the t l t r e was 1/10 in both 
the cases while in non-diarrhoeal cases out of 15 cases 
studied only k cases were positive for providence haema-
gglutination antibody and the end t l t r e was 1/20, 
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Fxt>m the above study of haeniagglutlnatlon t e s t In 
assessing the aetiological role of certain enteropatho-
genie escherichia col i i Shigella flexneri and providence, 
i t vas observed that the antibody against these organism 
were not only present in diarrhoea! cases but were also 
X^resent in healthy individuals in quite a large number 
of cases and a few in quite high t i t r e . Therefore the 
niere presence of antibody does not help in the diagno-
s i s of the causative organisms of diarrhoea but the 
r is ing t i t r e in acute and convalescent stage wil l be 
more helpful for stablishinE the causative organism in 
cases of infective diarrhoea. 
The absence of haemagglutination antibodies against 
enteropatitogenlc escherichia co l l in the blood of patients 
suffering from diarrhoea caused by enteropathogenlc 
escherichia col l can be explained by the fact that 
enough stimulus may not have reached the reticuloendo-
the l i a l system to Induce the production of antibodies, 
Hovrever, local antibodies might have Increased which 
Could not be studied here. 
I t was observed that majority of the healthy popu-
la t ion shows shigella agglutinin (85^) and Enteropatho-
genlc Escherichia Coll agglutinin in the i r sera. These 
agglutinins are due to present or past infection as 
reported by Cefalu and G\illoti ( 1 9 ^ ) , Prom th i s i t can 
be inferred that shigellosis quite prevalent in children, 
although many cases reimln undetected due to mild nature 
of the disease. 
CHAPTKR V 
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1, In the present study 1?0 cases of diarrhoea at the 
Pediateric Ward, J.N. Medical College, Aligarh were 
studied. 
2, 100 control cases not suffering from diarrhoea or 
any G.I.T. disorders or other infections were studied* 
A thorough and detailed c l in ica l history of these 
patients vdtf: recorded with reference to age, sex, 
caste , feeding habits , hygienic state and socio-
econoioic status and gasterointest inal disorderi were 
made. Physical examination of these cases was done 
(Proforma attached). The cases were divided into 
three groups according to age: 
- Group 1 - Age Group 0 - 1 month -.^Patients 
- Group 2 - Age Group 1 month - 2 years « 96 Patients 
- Group 3 - Age Group 2 years - 12 years- h^ Patients 
Following investigations were carried out: 
(1) Haemeglobit^ percentage, Total leucocyte count. 
Differential lexipocyte count, General blood picture. 
(2) S%qqi ^M^inrAXoiii(a) Physical Examination 
(b) Chemical Examination 
(c) Itlcroscopic Examination 
(d) Culture of Stool for bacteria 
and fungus. 
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(3) The sera of dlarrtaoeal patient caused by Snteiio-
pathogenic Escherichia Coll, Shigella and Providence 
were tested for antibody by haemagglutlnatlon t e s t . At 
the same time ,sera of healthy Individuals were studied 
for antibody against these organism. Following conclu* 
slons may be drawn from the study, 
( I ) Prevalence of Infective diarrhoea I s qpilte high in 
children (62.6ji). 
( I I ) The children between the age group 1 month to 2 
years weire more succeptible to diarrhoea (&*%) 
than the other age group, 
( i l l)Boor socio-economic conditionSllke overcrowding bad 
environmental hygiene, seems to predispose diarrhoea 
in children, 
( iv) The high incidence of diarrhoea among the a r t i f i c i a -
l l y fed infants could be reduced to that of breast 
fed provided a l l the precautions for s te r i l i za t ion 
of bot t les are observed, 
(v) Stool examinations of 150 dlarrhoeal cases and 100 
control cases revealed the following findingsj 
(1) Enteropathogenlc Ischerichia Coll could be 
isolated in 29 (19.3^) of cases. 
(2) Enteropathogenlc Escherichia Coll were HOTB 
connaon below age of 2 years (86,2^}, 
(3) The more commonaly isolated serotypes were 055, 
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OMi>, (In order of frequency) the l ess comaon 
serotypes vere 0127, 012?, 0128, 0111, 020. 
(If) 055 were often associated with severe cases 
of gasteroenter i t ls , 
(b) SftlggjjLa lleamgrl* 
Could be isolated from one case (0.66^) aged 
If years old child and associated vl th serere 
c l in ica l picture, 
(c) MBpOT3Ulfl» 
Infection seems to be rare in Infants and 
children and I t could not Isolated from any case, 
(B) w^wu 91 mmmh mmm^m 
The c l in ica l picture of doubtful pathogenic 
organisms could not be differentiated from that of 
definite pathogens, 
(a) ftelygjleaft QvumX^ut 
Could be isolated from 18 cases (12^) of 
diarrhoea and from 6 stools of control cases (6^)> 
(1) In M- cases pure growth was found, 
(2) One case was mixed with Escherichia Coll. 
(3) Bemalnlng 13 cases were mixed other definite 
pathogens, 
(k) Klebsiella may cause diarrhoea when host 
resistance is reduced. 
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W PPate^i^i 
Could be isolated from 10 cases (6$%) of 
diarrhoea and 6 cases of control s too l s ( ^ ) « 
(1) One case vas found as pure growtla. 
(2) Bemaining 9 cases were mixed with other 
bacteria and parasi tes . 
(3) One case vas isolated from newborn child 
c^sociated with moderate c l in ica l feature* 
Although a definite comment can not be made. 
Under circumstantial evidences i t may be the 
cause of diarrhoea. 
(c) fsfiufefflpimg PrKanlgffl* 
Isolated from k cases (2.6^) of diarrhoea 
none of the cases were isolated from control 
pat ients . 
(1) One case was found as pure growth* 
(2) Bemaining 3 cases were mixed with other 
bacteria and parasites of definite pathogenecity. 
(3) Their pathogenic role as aetlological ageni 
i s doubtful. 
(d) PypTtOens? Prgaftlra; 
Isolated from 9 (6^) diarrhoeal cases and 8 
(8^; Control cases. Providence might cause diarrhoea 
when body resistance i s lowered. 
Ui; 
Was Isolated In 10 cases mixed with other 
bacteria, A definite conwcnt can not be made as 
aetiological role of diarrhoea, 
(A) PARASITES OF DEFINIIB PAIBQaE«ITy 
(1) Vegetative and cystic form were isolated 17 
cases of diarrhoea (11.33^)t ^* seems that 
incidence of amoebiasis in children i s quite 
high, 
(2) We coTold not find any case of amoebiasis belov 
1 year of age. I t seems that amoebiasis i s 
rare below one year of age, 
(3) In 2 control stools cystic form of entamoeba 
his to ly t ica were present. These cases may be 
car r ie r or may be in so less number that i t did 
not produce c l in ica l signs and symtoms of 
amoebiasis, 
(b) fiiarcUa l^as^llSLJ 
Isolated from 15 cases (10^) of diarrl»ea and 
from 3 control s tools . I t seems that incidence of 
giardiasis i s considerably high in children, 
(B) pi^a^sff:^ QF wvffyivfr m w i J N f f ^ m 
(a) ganftirto ^t>lgang« 
Candida §lbicans was isolated in 8 cases (5,3^) 
I l l 
7 of them vere associated with other bacteria and 
parasites. Only In one there was pure growth of 
Candida. A definite statement can not be made 
regarding Its pathogenecity, Under the circua-
stantial evidences it was found to be a causative 
agent of diairrhoea. 
(b) AsgarjLg Mw^yjLgB,iaeg« 
Was found in seven cases iht6%) flt>m diarrl^ea 
and 7 cases {?%) fTom control cases associated with 
dther bacteria . A definite comment can not be made 
regarding i t s pathogenic role in the causation of 
diarrhoea. 
( c ) AnbyXogtosfffi. tii,\te<igfta3.e» 
Isolated from 2 cases of diarrhoea and 7 
cases of control s tools , Ankylostome could not 
be blamed as causative agent for diarrhoea. 
Out of 150 cases studied only in ^6 cases (37»^^)» 
pathogenic organisms e i ther bacteria or parasites could 
not be isolated, except the nontypable escherichia coll« 
which could not be serotyped with available l^ f specific 
antisera of enteropathogenic escherichia co l l . N© 
definite conclusion can be drawn regarding the 
pathogenecity of escherichia co l l in th i s group of 
cases. Perhaps most of such cases belonged to a group 
where the cases of diarrhoea was not of bacteriological 
or parasi t ic origin. 
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(1) One stool of diarrtioeal case was positive foP 
Shigella flexneri serum of th i s patient vas studied 
for antibody in acute stage which was 1/5 after 5 
days lAO after 12 days 1/160, 
(2) Fourty sera of healthy individuals were studied for 
Shigella flexneri antibody. Thirty two cases were 
positive for antibody. Maximum level was 1/320, 
(3) Mere presence of antibody does not help in the 
diagnosis of the causative organism of dlanAoea but 
the r is ing t i t r e wil l be more helpful for establish-
ing the causative organism in cases of infective 
diarrhoea, 
(k) Presence of Shigella flexneri antibody in healthy 
individual may be due to present or past infection, 
ENTEBOPATHOGMIC ESCHERICHIA COLIt 
(1) Twenty nine stools of diarrhoea were positive for 
enteropathogenic escherichia co l i . Serotypes 
isolated 055 (17 cases) , OM*. (5 cases) , 0125 (2 
cases), 0127 (2 cases), 0128 (1 case), 0111 (1 case) 
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Sera of these patients were studied for antibody 
against respective organism, and 22 sera were 
positive for antibody, Maxlnaun level of antibody 
was 1/160, 
(2) At the sametlme rising titre were studied In 15 
cases only 3 cases showed rise In tltre, 
(3) Twenty healthy sera were studied for antibody against 
055 serotype, 15 cases v/ere positive. Below 5 
months no antibody was found and raaxlimim level of 
antibody below 6 years was ^/kO while above 6 years 
was 1/80, 
(If) Ten healthy sera were studied for antibody against 
E.E.C, serotype oMf, Five cases were positive for 
antibody. Maximum level of antibody was lAO» 
Below 3 months of age antibody could not be found, 
(5) Ten healthy sera were studied for antibody against 
E,E,C, serotype 020, Seren cases were positive, 
I^ teaclmum level of antibody was ^/k^Q, 
From above stud^ 5^  of haemagglutlnatlon antibody In 
assessing the aetiologlcal role of E,E,C,j following 
conclusion drawn: 
(1) Mere presence of antibody of E,E,C,., In dlarrhoeal 
cases will not help In establishing 1;he causative 
organism but the rising tltre (four times) In acute 
and convalescent,, (continued on next page) 
1 1 4 
period wil l be more helpful in establishing 
causative organism. 
(2) Presence of antibodies in healthy individuals 
may be due to past infection, 
(3) Level of antibody in healthy individual i s rela^ 
t ive ly in low t i t r e in comparison to diarrlaoeal 
cases. 
(^) Level of antibody in youngdr age group i s lovers 
while in oldelr age was higher. This may be due to 
repeated c l in ica l or sub-clinical infection by 
that part icular organism. 
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Som BACTERIAL AND PARASITIC STUDY IN CASES Qg PURRgpEA 
APPWSi 
l^ at§, of A^tggjiont t>atg. oX .fijiggharflifi; 
OiPtPi J^,« l^iggtratAon,. ^<,; 
gPffy Cl^j^Npj^ HISTQgy.t 
qpj|!f,pQMp .^AyFt 
g/0. PygggQt, fttogff,.* 
Past HjLgtogy* 
itrtfr Hj^ gtoyy.« 
WLegfrgflgg* 
VmX}j.'^9%Qix.t 
f^ rgonaJL Ptgtoryj 
i i6 
SXWQ^J 
Anv^%X%9,} 
^yfflfroaa.^  
B/O Any Urinary complaiat 
Bovel habits 
!!lumber of stools 
Amount 
Colour 
Consistency 
Odour 
Decreased 
VOMITING 
Sore mouth 
Blood 
^ c u s 
Altered blood 
Constipation 
History of worms 
Nature of pain 
Accompanying 
Gases 
Floating 
Lost Bxcessive 
Sore tongue 
Loss of weight 
Bectal ]^amination 
mmUf, wi^mj-m 
Weight of the child 
Height of the child 
Circumference of the skull 
PiR Temp,, P  , R« R, ». B. P. 
Nutrition. . • • • • • • . • • . . . .Build. • • .Anemia.... 
Jaundice. , • • , . . . . . « . . . . .Cyonosis. Dehyration. 
U7 
Mouth 
Tongue 
Lympbnodes 
Skin 
Ebres 
Oedema 
Hairs 
Nails 
Ears 
Throat 
Oums 
Teeth 
Skeletal System 
^j^mPf, m^^miQ^i 
Abdoioen Inspection^ 
Shape, .Size 
Movement with reap. 
Superficial valns. 
Abdominal vail. 
Umbilicus, 
Femoral pxilsatlon. 
• * • 
General feel 
J^scular tone 
Tenderness 
Liver enlargement 
Spleen enlargement 
Any other mass. 
Percussion, • • . • • • • • • • , • • . T y m p a n i t i c , , , . . , , , . , , ,1)011, 
Shifting dullness Fluid t h r i l l 
U8 
fiZfiLs 
ae3p;LrfitpFy Systemt Inspection - Shape of chest 
• MoTenient of chest 
- Any v is ib le lump or vein 
Palpatton* . Apex beat 
- Vocal fremitus 
- Movement of chest both sides 
wsomim 
- Breath sounds 
- Adventitous 
- FLeuralrub, 
Percussion, ,Besonant< . D u l l . 
Beart Mitral area .FUlm area. 
Tricuspid area.••• .Aortic area. 
Nervous system. 
lWf^s^JrQnV)^§t 
1. Blood - Hb. 
- T.L.C. 
- D.L.C. 
- Boutlne 
- Microscopic 
Ui) 
^mm^m^^iwjQ^t 
1, stool examination for Ova and Cyst, 
by concentrated method. 
2, Stool cialture for bacteria oni 
(a) Blood Agar 
(b) Mac. Conkey's Agar 
(c) Nutrient Agar 
(d) Tetrathionate Broth 
(e) Biochemical Beaction 
(f) Serotyping of Bacteria 
3, To find out antibodies in the serum of 
patient against par t icular bacteria in 
the stool br> 
Haemagglutination Method* 
^IPI,IQ (^^^fRX 
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